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Toward a More Complete Welfare State Regimes Typology: The Class
Stratification Implications of Family Policy

Curt J. Panl<ratz

Abstract

This thesis argues tltat a rnore complete welfaÌ.e state regilnes typology cau be achjeved
through the considemtioD ofthe irnplications of policy for gender and class stratificatìon.
i illustrate that family policy has not been fully contextualized wjthjn the welfare state
regines discourse. On the one Jrand, comparative analysts of family policies have not
viewed welfare stâte reginle hjstolies and ch¿lracteristics as underlying key differences
between national a¡:proachcs to the welfare of families. On the otlter hand. welfare state
regimes nodels have not included family policies il tÌreil process of reginte delineation.
It is algued here that recent âttempts to "gender" welfare state regilnes djscourse rightly
illustrate that the inìpact of welfare states on class stratificâtion must lle supplemented ìly
a colsideration ofthei| effect ol gender stratificafioll. lt is shown here that tbis work hâs
relied heavily oD tlìe ìmpact of family policy on geûder stratification, and has iu this way
br ouglrt farnily poìicy il1to the welfare state ¡egimes dìscourse, i ¿ìrgue, howe\rer, tl]at the
class sûatification implications of fanily policy have been largely neglected. Usìlg a
method similar to that used by GØsta Esping-Andersen (1990) to define three types of
welfare states based on the class stratificatioD implications of laboul market policìes
(siclcress, unenpioyr'ìrent, and pensions), I develop a family polìcy typology. This
typology is then con'ìbined with Walrer Korpi's (2000) gender policy typology, which is
based on farniJy policies' implicatìons for gender stratificatjon. The result is a family
policy geüder/class stratjficâtion typology. Atnong the cou[tries in tl]is analysis, welfare
state regime clusters llased oll family po]icy are consistent rvith tltose identified by
Esping-Andelseu (1990) in labour malket policies. This family policy typology js a step
towatds a mole conplete gender'/c1ass stratification welfare state inodel since it considers
the class strâtification inplications of family poiicy aJorgsìde their gender stratificatiorl
inrplications. fhìs typology lays the grouüdwor.k fol a rvelfare state tìlodel that wjll
include family policy in its process of legine delineatiorì, and will be useful to
comparative auaiysts of family policy il working towards an understatdjng of welfare
state regime histolies and cltaracteristics as underlying ke¡, differences lretween national
apploaclres ro rhe wcll¡re oflantilies.

While "welfare state regimes" models have greatìy increased our understanding of

the social, political, and historical factors that influence the development of divergent

forms of social pÍovision, colnparative analyses of family policies l.rave not been

contextualized within this fi-amework.l For this reason, colnparative analyses of farnily

i "Family Polic¡r'hele refers to polìcy plograms, benefits and legislatiorl that reflect the ilnplications of
govemüent for faÌnily life. Fanily poÌicy has bcen divided info three categories (McDaniel, 1990). Fjrst
are laws lelating to family issues, for example, marriage, adopfion, divorce, and child support. Second are

llolicies tl'ìat support familics' econonic well being, like tax concessions, child allowatces, and
naterniry/pal ental leave and bcnefits. Firally, there is the provision of fanily services such as chiidcare,



policies have lacked tl.re ability to benefit fro¡r establishcd research on welfare state

policy histories and characteristics when explaining farnily policy developrneú. While

cornparative family policy theorists have noi contextualized their work wilhin the

existing discourse on welfare state development, welfare state regime typologies. in turn,

have primarily focused ou pensions, unemployment, and sickness benefits, largely

excluding farnìly policies.

Recently, feminist analyses of welfare states have proposed gender-sensitive

accounts of social provision. These are significant and crucial contributions to a more

complete portrayal of welJàre state policy clevelopment. As will be shou'n, irowever.

much of this analysis focuses solely on the gender implications of policy, and does not

present tlre gonder culd class in-rplications of welfal.e state policies.2 Wrile much of the

feminist work clearly shows the need to consider the gender implications of all welfare

state policies, it has often been the case that family policies have become "gender

policies". That is. family policies have been analyzed lor their gender stratification

ìmplications.3 Therefore, while feminist work has argued tl.re gender implications of

welfare state policies and mairmtream welfare state development theory has focused on

the class stratification implications of pension, unenploylent, siclüess, and overall

child protection services, ancj subsidized housir.rg. Following Baìrer(199-5), family policy will be defrned
as including tltese thtee majot ateas. Thatis, family policy can bc seen asthepolicy and Jegal emboditrent
of a coherent set ofprinciples that ntake up the state's role it-t family life.I By "gender impJicatiol'rs" I mean tlìc impact that policy has on gerrder outcomes (i.e. gender stratificatìon,
women's laboutforce parlicipation, etc). Welfare state typologies have beett more concelned wit]r class-
based outco¡nes.
I This is because ofthe jmpoltant effects family policies have on the household gender division oflabour,
which has been known to interact considerabÌy with rvomen's economic power and laboulfolce
paficipation, (Luxton and Livingstone. 1991;Lynn and Todorofl 1995: Hochschild and Machung, 1992;
Russell, 1983; Scanzoli, 1972; Wilson, 1986), and whicl.r is reinfo¡ced by women's economic dependence
(England and I(ilbourne, 1990; England ancÍ Farkas, 1986; BÌumslein and Scìrwar.tz, i983).



labour market policies, tl.re class stratification implications of family policies have been

largely neglected.

i will argue lhat welfare state regime typologies should attempt to integrate both

class and gender in the analysis of welfare state policies.a Simultaneously, lrom the

perspective of the comparative family policy discourse, including f,amily policy within

the coúext of welfare state development mole genelally will allow the explanatiols of

divergent family policy development across countries to benelìt froll well-established

explanations of divelgerf welfare state histolies, politics and structures, as well as from

established theory regarding different national approaches to social well'are.

The intent of this thesis is, thelefore, to take a step toward a more complete

gender/class stlatification welfare state nlodel by considering the class stratification

implications of family policies alongside the gender stratification implications of these

policies. I will apply a metlìod similar to tl.rat used by Esping-Andersen (1990) to define

tluee tlpes of welfare states based on the class stratificalion in-rplications of labour

malket policies to fan-rily policy in 12 countries. This will result in a class stratification

lypology of fami\' policies. I will then combine this with l{orpi's (2000) gender

stratification lamily policy typology to produce a gender/class stratification family policy

typology.

A second, and related, goal of this thesis is to argue that tÌre ernerging farnily

policy gender/class stratification typology lays the groundworlc for a welfar.e state model

that will be usefui to family policy theorists in working towards a tretter ur.rderstanding of

'1 Iu 1àct. class and gendeÌ are not tlte only areas ofconcern within the study ofwelfate state policy
ilnplicatior'ìs, and other fàctors have been argued to be ir.nportant (for exanple, race see Conley,2000
Marmo¡, 20001 Quadagno, 2000), and should eventually be considered in welfare state typology
coüstructior. That is, however, beyond lhe scope ofthis paper,



the political and historical factors influencing the development of divergerf family

policies across countries.

In the first section, I will review the central aspects of the welfare state regimes

discourse to illustrate their usefulness in explaining dive¡se national approaches to social

welfare. In section II I wìll suggest that welfare state regimes typologies should be useftrl

to tl'ìeorists other than welfare state regirnes theorists.i I will show that comparative

famiiy policy anaiysts do not contextualize their work within the welfare state regimes

discourse largely because current welfare state regines typologies exclude fanily policy.

I will further argue that cross-national comparisons of fanily policy could benefit from

consideration of the differelt welfare state regimes in which family policy develops, and

that fan-rily policies ale influenced by regirre-specihc political/historical factors. The

lamily polìcy gender/class stratihcation typology developed here lays the groundwork for.

a:r understanding of family policies as components of the different approaches to social

welfare taken by countries in different welfare state regimes by examining differ ent

national approaches to tlre welfare of families in the telms used by welfare state regimes

theorists to examine differerf national approaches to welfare.

Attempts from the welfare state theory perspective to consider faniily policy

developmerf have suggested an empirical connection between the historical, political and

social factors used by welfare state theorists to expiain welfare state development and the

structlrre of family policy benefits (income security programs) and tax deductions, as well

as family allowance expenditures. In section III I show, however. that this work does not

i For example, welfale state regimes typologies have been useful for within-nâtion analyses ofpolicy
developnent as well as for the cross-lational compalison of welfare srates. A key consideration in
developing a family policy typology that is grounded ir the welfare state regimes method is, therefore, a
consideration ofthose oufside ofthe welfare state regines discourse that uay also bellefit íÌom it,



present a colnplete analysis ofthe character and structure of specific family policies, nor

does it consider the services aspect of family policies.6

ln section lV I will argue that attempts to "gender the welfare state" have

illustrated the imporlauce of understanding the irnplications of welfare state policies for

gender stratihcation as well as for class stratification. It will be suggested that the

eventual goal should be to lecognize tl.re inporlance of traditionally class stratilying

policies (for example, pensions, unemploynent, and sickness) for str.atifying gender as

well. However, systematic attempts to create a welfare state regìme tlpology that

accounts for gender as well as class stratihcation tend to "gender" the weifare state by

conceptualizing lamily policies as exclusively "gender policies".T In the example used

here, labour malket policies represent the influer.rce of the welfare state or class

stratihcation.s The structure of this typology reinforces the view of per.rsions and

unemploynent policies as class stratifrels whìle similarly upholding the view that fä[rily

policies are gender stratifiers. The typology structure thus derives from the precise

assumption that the inclusion of gender outcolnes in welfare state analysis challenges:

The idea that the position of women and men relative to ole another is chiefly a family-

related concern. Further, it reinforces the dominant view anrong comparative family

policy theorists that there is a fundalnentai difference between the outcomes of labour

market polioies on the onc hand and ìàrnily policies on the other. It ìs important to note,

then, that wlile feminist analysts argue for the consideration of the gender stratifrcation

ó Indeed, social services have often been negiected in theory regarding every welfare state policy domain.
7 The typology used illìistratively jrÌ this paper is that developed by Kõrpi (2000).
s As presented by l(orpi and Palme (1998).



outcol'ìles of labour market aspects of the welfare state, the class stratilìcation

inrplications of family policies must be considered as well.e

Analyzing the class stratification implications o1'farnily policies is thus productive

in working towards a mole complete gender and class slratification welfare state

t]?ology. Furtl.rer, the lamily policy gender/class stratihcation typology developed l.rer e

takes a step towards uuderstanding family policies as illustrative of different welfare state

types in conjuncliou with the different approaches to social welfale reflected in the

analysis of other areas of the welfare state. Overall, this will provide a family policy

typology that allows cross-national comparisons based on implications for class and

gender stratihcation and furlher investigation of the full connection between family

policies and different approaches to social welfare. Indeed, from the perspective of

weÌfare state theoly, family polìcies are lelevant for class as well as gender stratification,

and fi'om the perspective of comparative family policy theory, tl.re assumed basis of

welfare state regirnes typologies can be expanded to include different approaches to the

welfare of families.

In section V, I intloduce the countries to be used in this study as well as the

reasons for their inclusion. I will outline the specihc family policies to be examined in

eaclr country, and al operational def,inition of .family policies is developed. i present the

speciltc tnetirod by which the class stratification implications of family policies will be

t Tltis is tlot to say that feminist aDalysts ofwelfare states have not consiriered llte class stt atification
impJications ofthe tvelfare state. It is s imply that while family po licies have been colsidered h or.derto
better understanri the role ôf rhc stâte ìn shaping gender stratification (in conjuDction with the existing
understanding ofthe role ofthe rvelfâre state in stratifyiÍìg clâss, as is illustrated through analyses of
welfare state areas other than family ¡roiicies), the ways ir which farnily poÌicies shatify class have been
largely reglectcd.



identihed aud measu¡ed. Finally, I discuss how these inplications will be combined with

the gender impiications of family policies.

In Section VI, a tlpology of the class stratilÌcation implications of family policies

will be developed. I then parallel the class stratihcation typology developed here with

Koryi's (2000) gender stlatification typology to create a gender anci class stratification

typoìogy for ûanily policy. Finally, I discuss the ir.nplications of this family policy

gendeÌ/class stlatification typology for the welfare state regimes discourse and for the

compalison of national farnily policies.



I

Welfhre State Regimes Discoursc

Until fairly recently, cornparative analyses of welfare states have evaluated and

ranked national levels of social provision using a simple leader-laggard continuum

(Olsen, 1998:184). The "welfare effort", measured by expenditures on social provisior.ì

as a percentage of Gross Dornestic Producl (GDP), would be used to measure the size and

scope of a countly's welfale state and to ranÌ< that couffry on 1l.re leader-laggard

continuum (see also Olsen and O'Connor, 1998: 11-12).

The exclusive reliance on social security spending to nleasure welfare states,

however, does not capture the character of social policy instrumerfs and their impact.

For example, the creation ofproactive and preventive social services and policies allowed

the Scandinavian countries to achieve their policy goals while spending less on reactive

and redistributive social transfer paynents (Olsen, 1998). Wren such factors are

considered, Canada and the U.S, both laggards, appear less similar than when only

income security ûreaslrres are considered (O'Connor, 1998).

As a method for explaining the welfare state, the focus on spending can create a

misleading picture. The focus on spending by tlie lÌrst-generation comparativists,

ìncluding Wilensky (1975) and Cutlight (1965) (logic of industrialism), Flewit (1977),

Stephens (1979), I(orpi (1983), Myles (1984). and Esping-Andersen (1985b) (working

class niobilizatìon thesis), Sclmridt (1982; 1983) þreo-corporatist), and Cameron (1978)

(economic operuress), neglects the importance of the character of welfare states for

influencìng expenditure levels (Esping-Andersen, 1 990).

l0



Further, the linear comparison undermines the sociological notion of the

constrlrcted, related, and stluctured aspects of power, democracy, and welfare. Indeed,

scoling welfare states based on spending assu.nìes that all spending counts equally

(Esping-Andersen, 1990:19). Moreover, nations might have high social spending

because they have allowed poverty ar-rd inequality rates to rise dranatically, as occured,

for example, in Britain under Thatcher.

Such work ignoled earlier insights. Much earlier, Titmuss (1958) distinguished

between states that assune responsibility only when the family or market resources fail

(residual welfare states) and states that universally addressed the entire population in an

institutionalized commiûneú to societal welfare (institutional u'elflare states), forcing

analysts to consider not only expenditures bu1 also the content of welfare states. l0

l'ahing up this insight, thc most influelrtial account has been that of Esping-Andersen

(1990) in Three Il/orlds o/ llelfare Capitalisnt (Pierson, 1998). Here, there is no simple

corfinuurn from "low spelders" to "big spenders". Looking beyond expenditure levels to

consider the terms and conditions upon which resources aud opportunities are

(re)distributed lequires the analysis of diffeÌent welfare state types, or regimes. Esping-

Andersen's welfare state regimes have become 1he esserfial starting poift for

contemporary research on welfare state development (Pierson. 2000).

r0 More specilìcally, Tihruss distirrguished llehveer a residual v,elfare nodel (minimal state ¡elief of
destitution), an industrial acl¡iet)et11ent-perÍornance model (in which welfare status reflects el¡ploymcnt
status), and an it\stihttionql redistló¿rlþe model (in which universalist selvices are plovided across the
Þopulalior in relatioÌr to need) (1974. p.30-31).

11



Esping-Andersen's Welfare state Regimes

Esping-Andersen (1990) argues for a reconceptualization of the welfare state.

Lrdeed,

[i]f wliat we care about is the strength of social rights, equality,
ulriversalism, and the institutional division between market and politics,
social-spending levels may camouflage more than they reveal (106).

The existence of a social program and the amount of money spelt on it, Esping-Andersen

argues, may be less imporlant than what fhe policy does (1990:2).

hr establishing and identifuing different welfare state types, Esping-Andersen

argues tlre impofiance of two key axes. First is the extent to which fhey decommodify

wage labour. Þ-ollowing Kall Polanyi (1944), social rights are viewed in terms of their

capacity for decommodif,rcation. That is, the outstanding cr.iter.ion for social r.ights must

be the degree to which they penlit people to make their living standards independently of

pure market forces. In this sense, social rights, wirich come from the state's role in

managing and organizing the economy, diminish citizens' status as "commodities"

(Esping-Andelsen, 1 990).

The second key axis lor the identification of different welfare state regimes is the

extent to which they stratify lhe status of welfare recipients.ll While it has often been

taken for granted that social benefits diminish inequalities and that the welfare state

creates a rnore egalitarian society, the idea of the welfare state as a system of

stratification in i1s own right has been neglected (Esping-Ander.sen, 1990). Wirhin

Esping-Andersen' s algurlent, each welfare state regime represents a qualitatively

Ir Although, strictly speaking, welfare states do not stratiô/ the status ofindivjduals. What is crucíâl is the
effect welfare states have on existirlg stratification pattelns. How welfare states allect thìs is, in a sense,
how they "stratì1y", or iüfluer1ce the stratification ol individuals.

12



dìfferent trajectory that produces its own stratification olrtcome and which results.

therefore, in very different couflict scenarios.

ìn understanding the developrnent of welfare states and tl-reir divergent forms,

Esping-Andersen stresses the importance of thinking in terms of social relations, not

sìnple social categories (such as class categories). Thus ir the development ofa welfare

state social class is viewed as a political agent in taking a "coalition approach", which

clirects atterfion to distinct welfare state regimes (Espilg-Andersen, 1990:18). l2

Tluee central factols ale of irnportance for the histolical development of a

particular welfare state type in a pafiicular country: 1) the nature of class mobilization

(especially of the working class), 2) class-political coalition structures, and 3) the

historical legacy ol regime ilstitutionalization. Workers will noi automatically and

naturally folge a socialist class identity, Esping-Andersen argues, and their mobilization

rray not look Swedish.l3 The actual fonnation of workilg-class collectivities will

diverge, and so will their aims, ideology, and political capacities from country to couúry

(1990). The structlrres ofthese class coalitions are, for Espiug-Andersen, the rnaj or cause

ofthe different welfffe state trajectories, and "the class coalitions in which the (different)

welfare-state regime-types were founded explain lot only (the welfare states') past

cvolution. but also their future prospects" ( 1990:3 3).

Esping-Andersen identifles tluee "typical" clusters of welfare states in his

analysis of siclfiess, unemp.loyment, and pension benefits. Liberal welfare states are

i: That is, for exainple, strong working-class movements forming a poìitical alliance with fanle¡
organizarions or tlle fonÌlâtion of a "new-working-class-white-collar" coalition.
rr The point here is simply that class idertity forllrâtior depends on its social, poljtical, and historical
conLext. Srveder ìs used as a point oflefeLence because of its i'rislory ofstlong rvorkìlg-class mobiJization
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dominared by the logic of the market.ia Benehts are modest, olten means-tested and

stigrnatizing. These welfare states tend to be low spenders. National examples ofliberal

welfare states are the Uniled States, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and the United

Kingdom.rs Conservt ive/Corporatist welfare states are less controlled by narkets but

their benefits tend to be stratified, and therefore theìr overall redistributive effects are

rnimmal. Tirese regiles are generally shaped by historical church traditions, and this

tends to determine tlreir conservative attitudes lowards the family and gender, as well as

their endorsemerf in social policy of "the prìnciple of subsidiarity" (C. pierson,

1998:779).16 Thus, conservative welfare states would be less redistributive than liberal

welfare states except in the fact that their social benefit expenditures are considerably

sreater than those of liberal wclfare states. Tlie significantly greatet level of expenditure

leads to greater redistribution. Typical exan-rples of conser.vative welfare states are

Austria, France, Genlany, and Italy. The third welfare state lype is the Soclal

Dentocratic. This type is based on universalism and "usutpation" of the market (Pierson,

1998:779).t7 It is comlrilted to the principle of full emplolment, and social spending

ra ldeologically, this regime ty¡:e descends frorn ideas associa¡ed with Adam smith and the belief in free-
marl<et capitalism witlr a minjnrun ofstate "interference" (EspiDg-Ander.sen, 1990: 9-10).
'' Although. dre Urited I(ingdom does not actually come out as clearly liì:eral in Esping-Andersen's
analysis. It does not ranl< highly for any particular system ofstmtificatioll (1990:74), and its
decourmodification index is closer to llÌat ofconservative welfare states thaü to most Iilleral welfare states
(92). Iìowever, the U.K. has generally been classified with the liberal r.egimes (see, lor exanrple,
O'Comor', Or'loff, and Shaver, 1999; Shaver, 1993-94; Sfeet, 200I ; I(angas and Pahne, 1998).
r6 Conseryative welfa¡e stat€s have ideological roots jn conservative politial economy, which energed in
reaction to tlle French Revolution. It feared social leveling, and favouled a society thât rerained both
hietatchy and class; for-class, status and rank were seen as Ììatuml and given. It was class conflict that was
rlot seen as natural (Esping-Andersen, 1990). Chancellor Bismarck, in pushing towards a social insurance
sysient designed to be income-related il,l order to maintain hierarchy and plevent class solidarity in
Germany was aJso crucial in the developnterl ofa conservative welfale state.
r7 This welfa|e state regime lìas its icleological roots in Marxist political economy. This perspective
abhoned the matket's atonlizing efiects, alrd âlso attacked the liberal claim tbat malke¡s guarantee equalily
(Espìng-Andersen, I 990).
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tends to be high, while spending on transfers is comparatively low.l8 Typical exaurples

of such welfare states occur in Norway, Sweden, Finland, and Denllark.

The most crucial conlribution made by Esping-Andersen (1990) to welfare state

development theory is the ability to explain welfare stale varìation as an outcorne of

particular political histolies. For, "it is when we begin to identify the stuuctural

differences iri welfàre states that political power r.elations gain explanatory momenlum"

(Esping-Andersen, 1990:137). The interplay of working-class power mobilization.

Catholicism, and state tradition cornes into play in explaining the degree of

decommodihcation, committ.nent to full employment, and residualism in a particular

welfare state. Esping-Andersen can, though his regimes model, conclude that left-par.ty

power is decisive lor decommodification, full-employlent efforts, and general socìal

democratization. Ie

Finally, Esping-Andersen is abÌe to identify a fairly clear correspondence between

welfare state regimes and political forces. Conservative stratification principles are

explained by the presence of Catholic pafty strength and a history of absolutism; socialist

stratification is dependent upon strong social democracy. Sttong labour movements

"appear to be a good guaranlee against liberalist welfare state stratification" ( 1990:13 8).

The usefulness of tlpologies of welfare states lies in their heuristic value for the

comparative analysis ol causes and consequences of divergent welfare state development

(Korpi. 2000:172).20 Þ-urther. expansion of the areas under study for each legime (for

r8 In order to operate, this fornì ofwelfare state n'ìust be cotnlnitted to full enrployment because tl'ìe cost of
ruuing a universalislic and decotnmodilyilg welfare state can only be aclrieved willÌ as many people as
possible rvorking and the fewest possible number ofpeople lelying on social h-ansfers.

''' Thjs is ar idea derived frolll Power Resourðes Theory, which is built upon the work of Wa¡ter Koçi.
20 lldeed, all welfare state regimes are ideal tlpes and no natiol] is a perfect fit. Generally, tlle best
approximation of each legirne is the UÌrited States (lìberal), Sweden (social democratic), and Gemrauy
(consel'vative).
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exalììple, the consideration of additional welfare state policies) can benefit both in lerrns

of a starting point for explanatory factors, aud in telms of selecting areas for key

conparisons. To use the exantple of family policy, Esping-Andersen's work tnakes it

possible to compare, for exarrple, family policy in liber.al courfries. The work thus

begins lrom the understar.rding that the countries under examination share crucial

historical and political characteristics and therefore that minor diffelences in the design of

policies can be very important. Altentatively, one could cornpare làrnily policies in

countries representing each legime. The focus is not on more or less spending on lamily

poiicy, but rather on dilfelences between the policy characteristics and outcomes in

countries with different historical-political characteristics. If liberal countries share

cedain aspects of family policy, then the historical-political causes of liberal welfare state

structure are likely to influence family policy. Thus, Ðspilg-Andersen's regirne

perspective provides a comparative fi'amework as well as a developed set of factor.s.

specihc to each regine, that have influenced welfare state developrnent.

The comparative literatule on welfare states has largely been a "settling of

accounts" with Esping-Andersen (C. Pierson, 1998:779). There has been a concerted

effort to modify his typology or develop alternative welfàre state typoiogies. Castles and

Mitchell (1992) question Esping-Anderser-r's classihcation of the United Kingdom, New

Zealand, Australia, and Cauada togelhel as liberal weifue states.2t They propose,

instead, that there exists a "4tl'worlcl" of welfare capitalism, lvhich has chafacteristics that

deparl at least sligirtly fi'om th.e expenditure-based "ortirodoxy" (2) that more social

spending is the only route to greater income redistribution (Castles ald Mitchell. 1992).

rr 
Castles and Mitcilell also criticize Esping-Aldersen (1990) for not ttovillg arvay from a focus o¡r

ex¡relditures as rnuch as he clai¡rs. It is this continued heavy reliance on exllenditures to classiÕ, rvelfare
states that, in Castles ar]d Mitchell's argulnent, corltlibules to the ¡nisclassification ofthe United Kirgdoln.
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In this welfare state type, tl.re goals of poverty amelioration ancl ilcome equality are

pursued through ledistributive instruments rather than by high expenditure levels.

Castles and Mitchell point out that progressive taxation, r¡'hether as a principle of

directing the provision of tax'benehts, as a means of "clawing back" benefits given to tbe

better-off, or more generally. as a principle that higher income ealners should contribute

a greater proportion of theil income to social purposes will, in various ways, reduce

poverty and increase income equality.22

The welfare state regimes approach represeÍìts a framework for understanding the

parallel development of divergent welfare state types, and is conducive to a deeper

analysis of policy structures (guided by the heuristic organization provided by the

t¡pology), and to the inclusion of prcviously excluded policy areas and/or countries as

well. Further examples ae provided by Liebfried (1993), who identifies a distinctive

t¡pe of welfare state in what lle characterizes as the "Latin Rirn"; that is, the southern

countries of the European Union - Poftugal, Spail, and Greece, and by Ferrera (1996),

who details distinctive features tl.rat define a "Southern Model" of welfare.

Finally, the welfäre state regimes perspective has been applied to the study of

specifìc outcolles deriving from regime-based welfare state policy strategies. The work

of Korpi and Palme (1998) is a clear example of this. They argue that social insurance

institutions are of central importance for ledistributive outcofiìes. Specifically, Korpi and

Pahr-re illustrate what they call the "paradox of ledistribution": The rnore a country

ri Since jncome and profit taxes in most count¡ies are based on the principie of pr ogressivity, Castles and
Mitchell take incolne and profit taxes as a pe¡ceDtage of Cross Domestic Product (CDP) as a ver.y crude

llroxy of tlle redistlibutive potelltia] ofa nation's tax system (12). They thus argue tl'ìat the combination of
Iow expenditures with still hjgh levels of red istribution existing in, particularly, Australia, New Zealaüd,
and the UÌrited Ki¡rgdoln warraDt their leclâssification as membe¡s ofthe fouÍh, that is, the Radrza¿ world
of wellare capitalism.
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targets benefrts at the poor, and tries to create equality via equal public transfers to all, the

less likely that country is to reduce poverty and inequality (1998:681-682).23

It is important to Dote that while there is some variation, regime clusters in these

studies are esseúially similar, ar,d thus the same countries tend to be grouped together.2a

This points to the validity of the regimes approach for heuristically organizing and

understanding different approaches to social welfare.

:r I(orpi and Palme develop a typology based on the redistributiorì slrategies oftwo social insurance
progranrs, pension and sickness benefits. The outcom€ (ilcou.re inequality and povefty) is anaiyzed across
five social insurance models: The T.rrgeted (Austta,lia), State-Carpoftltlrl (Germany, France, Italy,
Beìgiurn. Austlia, Japau), the -Bøslc Securl0, (EIigibiliry trased on citizenship: Canada, Denmark, the
NetlÌerlands, New Zealand, and Switzeriand; eligibility based oir contlibL¡tions: The United States, the
U nited I(irigdorn, lreland), the Enconrya.ss'ig (Finìarrd, Norway, Sweden), atld t11e Voluntq]t Stdte
,SLtbsiclized (Althoùgh, rone ofthe countÌies in I(o¡?i and Palme's anaìysis are deenled to have this type of
social insurance stlucture âny lnore). The emphasis is not or the historical and polìtical factol.S that Ìnay
have caused the diffelent welfale state policy sû'ategies, but rather on a conparisol ofthe different "ideal"
sttategies ard their relative effects or'ì iuequality.
?a Wìth the exceptiol rhat Australia is chssified separately becausc ofìts heavy reliance on means-testing.
But Aush alia's exte¡rsive use of ureans-testing was a key poìnt in Castles and MilcheU's ( 1992) criticism of
Esping-Andersen's ( 1990) classìfication ofthe country, and for Korpi and Palme (1998), the fact that theìr
goal was to evaluate the outcomes ofthe degree ofmeans-testing within each welfare state's approaclt to
social insurarce, separating Australia was cruciaÌ as well. The point is ihat, in gereral, regime clusters are
similar across the differeDt studies that l'ìave attempted to differelltiate betweel] tl]eln,



II

Comparative Family Policy Theory and Welfare State Regimes

This section r,vill show that comparative family policy analysts do not

contextualize their rvork within the welfare state regimes discourse largely because

current welfare state regimes typologies generally do not have a family policy

componerf. It will further be argued that cross-national comparisons of family policy can

benejjt from considering the djfferent welfale state regimes in which family policy

clevelops, and that lamily policies are influenced by regime-specific political and

historicai factors. The main purpose of this section, therefore, is to argue that the family

poÌicy gender/class stratifìcation tlpology developed in this study will lay the

groundwork for an understanding of farnily policies as componerrts of the different

national approacl.res to social welfare evidenced within welfare state regimes tlpologies.

'fhis is because it examines dìllerent national approaches to the welfare of families in the

terrls used by welfare state legiures theolists to examine different national approaches to

social welfare. This tlpology will thus be of use for comparative analyses of family

policy.

One of the most influential and comprehensive examinations of cross-national

family policy structures and development is Maureen Baker's (1995) analysis of family

policies in .Australia, Canada, France, Gennany, the Nethellands, Sweden, the United

Kingdom, and the United States. In discussing the potential for explaining family policy

characteristics and development through welfare state regime divisions, she concludes

that

broad theolies of 'the welfale state' are too genelal for a specilìc discussion of famiJy
policies, even though there rray be many lessots to Ìea¡]'l fi our atterlpts to classifu the
diffelent apploaches to social welfare (1995:25)
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Baker argues that welfar-e state regime typologies are designed for employment-related

benefits, and that countries may fall iúo a different category for labour market policies

than for family-related benefits.25 Baker also argues that Esping-Andersen's regime

categories are male-oriented in emphasizing class to the neglect of gender, and that they

fail to consider how social programs have tended to perpetuate a strict division between

men as breadwinners and wotrten as wives and lnothers, thus clisadvantaging women

(1995:24)."' However, these poirfs show why the inclusion of family policies in welfare

stâte regime typologies is ilnpol1ant. They do not, as Baker concludes, make a case for

the continuing theoretical dichotomy between comparative family policy analysis and

welfare state development theoly.

First, u'e cannot say that because couúries may fall ir-rto differeú regime

categories for family-related policies than for labour narket policies that work shouldn't

be done to veriS, this claim, and further, to examine poteúial patterns in the "regime-

crossing" that rnay occur.27 For example, if there are indeed different national

classifications for family policies than for labour market policies, do countries with

liberal pension regimes tend to have conservative family policies?28 A welfare state

15 I{er exanples ofwelfare state reginìes typologies are Esping-Andersen (1990) and Ware and Coodwin
(1990). The issue ofdifferent policy areas within a given country fitting the clÌaracleristics ofdiffelent
welfare state regìines has been dealt with ir.r the rvelfare state litelature (see, for example, Olseu, 1998),
16 For the purposes oflny argur'ìlent, the leniuist criticism ofwelfare state regiüe rypologies will be
dìscussed in section IV. in light ofthe roie farnily policies irave playcd in the "gendering the welfare state"
dìscou¡se. Here, the point is purely Baker''s concJusions regardiug the applicability ofwelfare state regimes
to family policy deveJopmeut.
r? Indeed, that a palticular welfaÌe state may have policy donìaìirs that exhibit tlle key characteristics of
different welfare state types has l¡een rvell illustrated. For example, Carada's health cae approach is urore
Social Democ|atjc whiìe its labour narket policies are mole Liberal (Olsen. 1998; 2002).
18 This aiso raises questions about clâssifuing definitions. If a "liberal" welfa¡e state has a family policy
stlucture that is not evidently "liberal", does that mean that the fa[rily policy ìs fundamentally incompatible
with labout market policies, or does that particular structure of family policy become labeled "liberal
fäüri]y policy" because it occurs in lìbelal countries? Or fuftlìer, could it nearì that the country isn't really
"liberal"?
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typology that considers family policies can allswer these questions and bridge the very

gap tlrat Baker argues is the reason against the inclusion of family policy in welfare state

regime theories.

Baker notes that famìly policies in liberal countries seerr more "conservative"

tlran tlrose under conservative regimes (1995:24). But Baker also points out that Esping-

Andersen's categories of liberal, conservative and social denrocratic are confusing to a

Canadian audience because these are the terms used to represent political parties. Her

assertion that liberal fan-rily policies tend to be more coDseNative tban those in

conservative regines seems to stem from those exact confusions (namely, the idea in

Canada that higher social berehts are not associated with conservatism). Just because a

political party that is strongly associated with liberal political economy is labeled

"conservative" in Canada does not rrrean that family policies camot be studied for their

connection with the political and historical developrnerf of labour market policies, eveÍt

if attention must be drawn to political, regime, and ultimately ideological labeling.

Fitrally, it is within her discussion of the incornpatibility of comparative family

policy analysis ar.rcl welfare state regime typologies tìrat Baher points to the neglect of

gender by class-based welfare state rypologies. The implication is that because social

benefit plograms have "benef,rted working class men", and have "perpetuated a strict

division between men as breadwinners and \\¡ollten as wives and mothers" (1,995:24),

comparisons of family policies cross-nationally cannot be viewed in light of welfare state

types. But if the regime typologies neglect the gender implications of policies, the

response by theorists should not be to maintain the separation between the class-based

analysis of employnlent Ìelated policies on the one hand and the gender-sensitive analysis
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of family-related poiicy on the other.2e In this instance it is the very nrutual exclusion of

theor,v regalding family policy and theory legarding labour market policy that is the

reason why comparative family policy analysis should exclude the consideration of

potentially related employmcnt-based policies and their developmental characteristics. In

shorl, it is the dichotomy between the 1wo theoretical constructs that validates and

legitilates the analysis ofeach alea in isolation from the other. This is largely a practicai

issue: There are currently few theoretically connective tools available for the cross-

national analysis and comparison of family policies within the context of the

development ofother, traditionally class-stratifying areas of the welfare state.

Gauthier (1996), in a study of farnily policies in industrialized courfries, presents

a tlpology of family policy models. Gauthier does not, however, connect these models to

cross-natiorlal approaches to social provision in general. Fuúhermole, her lnodels are

iclcntified pulely from a qualitative comparison of famìly policy characteristics, and are

separated not only from the historical developmerfal characteristics of corresponding

welfare states more generally, but also frorn the analysis of historical family policy

development presented within her own study. Gauthier's reason for this is that

nodels tend to iglore rhe dynarnics ofpolicies, and tlreir continuities or discontinuitìes
over time, as well as non-negligible differences anlong countries shatirg a same model,
On tl'ìe otl'ìel hard, such an exercise rnay be useful in further highlighting aüd
summar'ìzing the najor siurilarities and dissimilarities observed across cou¡rtlies
(1996:203).

Gauthier is correct that a typology is useful primarily as an heuristic device, guiding the

organization of understandings resulting fì'otn corlparisons. However, she is wrong to

argue that a typology must l¡e seen as purely ahistorical in natute. Social. political, and

historical factors underlie the development of each policy type, and are crucial to the

re lndeed, theolists have also recently analyzed "enployl]enr-r elated" policies for theìr ir.nplicatìons on
gendel stmtjflcatioD. This will be discussed in section lV.
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understanding of how the different types come to be defined as fundamentally separate.io

That regimes are dynamic is central to Esping-Andersen (1990). This is evidenced by his

conception of regime types as "trajectories" - a notion |hal implies the crucial chauge

over time lhar gi\es each regirne its identiry.

The ahistorical conception of policy typologies condemns Gauthier's family

policy groupings to a relative inability to explain the reasons lor divergerf faniily policy

development. Gauthier's explanations are largely trased on a logical connection between

demographic change, and to a lessel extent historical circullstances and political

ideologies, and inter-country variations in family policies. But Gauthier's attempts at

explanation are devoid ol the empirical analyses of hìstorical and political factors

associated with policy development that characterize welfare state regimes discourse, and

they have been criticized for being "superficial and weak" (Glem, 1997:730), and iri

general unsuppoted (Staeheli, 1997).

Gautliier points out that there is overlap between her family policy groupings and

the welfare state tlpologies put forlh by Esping-Andersen (1990), and in some ways

Liebfi'ied's (1992) as well.3r But Gauthier downplays the potential comection between

r0 AIthough. welfare state typologies might be viewed as ahistolical in the sensc that the Iabel/model that
applies today Inay not (and usually does not) apply for all time. Sweden, fol exarnple, was more libelal in
the 1920s, and some would argue is becomiug mole so again in the age of gJobalizarion. Ilowever, this
does not mean that a typology cannot typif, different historical changes and characteristics between
difïerent gloups.
:r Gautlrier's famìly policy typology consists offour general nodeis (1996:203-204). Firsr, the Pro-
Famrly/Pro-Natalist Aúodel, tvhere the issue ofa low fertility Jevel is a main co¡ìcern. It is seen as tlte
r'esponsibility ofgovernrreüt to encourage childbirth. The best examples ofthis model ale found in Frarrce
ancí Quebec. Secord is the Pro-Ti aditional Model, where lhe key concern is the preservation ofthe family.
Governlnent partly endorses the lesÞorlsibility ofsuppoting faDrilìes, but at the same time the traditional
nlale-breadwinner family is encoulaged. This model is cltaracteristic ofGelmany. Third is the Pro-
Egalìtarian Model, where the promotion ofgreater equality betrveen men and woinen is the main goal.
Govenlment hele takes full lespor.rsibiliry for suppolting families, especìally working parents. Priìne
exanrples ofthis are found in Denmark and Sweden. Finally, there is the Pro-Fqm¡ly but Non-
hllenentionisf À4odel, where tlle lesporìsibility to support falrrilies is taken by government only for families
in ¡reed. Womer's Iabourfolce partjcipation is not discourâged (and indeed , is actively enfbrced through
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her types of family policy and the listorical/political development of the corresponding

welfare states. She argues that the welfare state regines rnodels "do not reflect the

governnent's attitude towards the population and family queslion nor the objective

behind its support 1òr families" (1996:205). This is similar to Baker's (1995)

conclusions; nan.rely. that it is because welfare state regime typologies do not inclì-lde

fàmily polìcies tl.rat divelgeut family policy development cannot be viewed in light of the

parallel developlnent of couesponding welfare states t.nore generally.

Kamennan (1995), in analyzing social policy responses to gender role and family

structure changes, proposes a typology of tl.re approaches used by various industrialized

countries. Kamerman's focus is on the approaches developed to address the problems of

ensuring lone mothers and their children adequate frnancial support, and of insuring that

working parents have adequate time for child rearing. For Kameman, these are "the two

most impoúant problems facing families with children" (1995:243). Her typology is

intended to higlilight some coulÍìon patterns of policy respouses to changing gender roles

and family stlucture. With these lypological groupit'rgs of policy approaches, there is

once again signihcant overlap with welfare state regime country groupings.32 But

rvolkfal e ir some ìnstaDces), butonly limited benefits existto support it. This model is embedded within a
conpletely different attitude towalds tlre role ofgovernmcnt as a welfare provider., Examples are the
United States and Britaiü. The overiap with Esping-Andersen's welfare state t-egimes is fairly clear-the
Pro-Family hut Non-hlfert)enlìonisl 

^4odel 
tends to occur in libelal rvelfare stales, fhe Pro-Egdl¡rqr¡n1

Model in social denrocratic welfare states, ald the Pro-Fa nily/Pro-Natalist atld Pro-Trqditional Models
occul in conselvative welfâre stales, with the key difference berw€en them being a theoretically instilled
ìtltenlion (na[1Èly, dealing with low ferlility rates on the one hand, and the preservation ofthe family on the
other).
12 In l(anen¡an's typology (1995:243-252), Britaiu, Canada, and fhe Ulited States fall under the Talgel¿d
Focus on 'Poor Fanilies' Strqtegt, a residual-based system of famìly support. Gen¡any, France, Aushia,
ard Finlard fall undel the strategy ol Un¡yersal Suppart for Young Children, which aims to provide
financial support (and .iob-protected leaves) to parents with very young children, based o¡1 the assunptioü
that ll'lost notlìers ofvery young cltìldlen prefer to remain at home ifthey car, and that childl'en are better
offifparents who want to lemain at home can do so. Swedish family poìicy is classilied as attemptiDg to
coübine Labour Market and Fanily PolicieJ. Herc, a variety ofcash benefits, sewices, and othel poljcy
supports for rvotking faniÌies with children ale provided. The iltent is to allow pareÌlts to enter and remain
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I(amermal's theoretical approach, which is plecisely that the patterns represent policy

resporlses to cl-ranging gendel roles and family structures, prech"rdes any attempt to furthel-

analyze reasons f'or the developtlent of tl.re divergent policy approaches. Kamerman does

not analyze in any detail the possible factors and processes by which the divergent policy

approaches rìlay have formed, whether instead of ol in addition to the impact of family

structure change. This is understandable given that Kamemran's goal is to illustrate that

all of the countries ir her study have favorable di¡ect incoure transfers, famiÌy benefits,

clrild allowances, as well as paid matemity and palentai leaves, except the United States

(1995:253). Still, it is indeed irferesting that given this goal, I{amerman's own typology

of policy approaches puts the United States within the same grouping as Canâda and

Britain. Thus, while tlie uniqueness of the United States' extremely limited farnily policy

is an important point lor investigation, the evident comllonalities between the family

polisy approach of the United States and the approaches of other libelal welfare countries

suggests that factors associated with liberal welfare state developn.rerf withiri Esping-

Andersen's anaiysis should be analyzed in conjunction with family policy approaches to

strengthen the understanding of how and why these family policy approaches were

adopted in the United States and elsewhere. 33 Looking for minute differences iu these

political/historical fàctors between liberal welfare states To explain the United States'

in the Ìabour force rvithoui undue burden during the child-r'ealing years. Norrvay is classified as having a
Categorical ' Lone^ Molher ' Stt'o¡eg.,, rvllere 1oüe-¡nothers are assuned to have speciaì problems tlÌat
lvarrant special assistance. This calegory ìs Iargely identified because of l(aneman's focus on policy
respot'ìses to increased numbers oflone-mother families. I¡deed, the coDgrueDce between these categories
and the welfare srare regimes of Esping-Ancier sen (1990) is colsiderable.
'' "Libelal" ìn Espilg-Andersen's (1990) rvelfare state typology. The Ullited States, CâDada, and Britaìn
are all included.
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more extrem.e family policy dehciencies can also be infor-med by its contextualizatìon

within overall welfare state clevelopment.3a

Thus, the färnily policy gendcr/class stratification lypology deveìoped here will

talie a step towards developing a family policy component to welfare state regimes

tpologies, facilitating the consideration of dil'ferent welfare state regimes in the

cor.npaative analysis of family policy. Anci indeed, the cross-national cornparison of

Iämily policy can benefit fi'om consideration of the different welfare state regimes in

which family policy develops. Recent case studies of the development of particular

farnily policies in the United States and Canada, lòr exarnple, are saturated with their

context in a liberal well'are state. In an ar.ralysis of the faillrre of the Child Labor

Amenclment to be passed ìn the mid 1920s in 1he United States. Aldous (1997) shows the

context witllin which this policy was debated to be one where "fp]eople appear to be

afraid of new governûtental programs that would increase the fedelal government's

power"', and where political figures appeal to the ideology of laissez-faile capitalism

(87).35 Further, a smaller percentage of the workforce are union nremtrers than in the

past" and the well-Iìnanced, well-organized groups primarily represent trig business

(Aldous, 1997:87). Similarly, in addressing the lole of childcare advocates, White (1997)

explores the expansion and reduction of childcare programs in Ontario and Alberta flotl

1980 to 1996. While Mrite argues that the major cataiysts of policy change in childcare

have been econouric or structur-al lactors ratiler than partisanship, she points out tlìat

"partisanship does natter, even in the face of fiscai constraints" (1997:26). Fulther, the

unclerlying concern for cuttilg government spending is intimately collnected to the goals

'a That is, for examp)e, the Ulrited Stales could lre meaningfully compared to other libe¡al welfare state
countries, not simply to otlÌer countlies in general.

" For examples ofthis, Aldous (1997) points to Djonre (1996) and Dole (1996).
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of liberal classical political economy; i1 js not a factor independerf of political ideology

thal "constrains" the political agenda. Finally, Marks (1997) ar.ralyzed the development

of the United States' Family and Medical Leave Act. In expiaining why the act thar

ever.rtually passed included a leave of only 12 weeks (as opposed to the originally

proposed 18), covered only an elite minority of the workforce in higher-paying, higher-

status jobs (rather than the originally intended universal coverage), and includecl no wage

replacement, Marks argues that powerful business i¡tterests and weak labour groups are a

nrajor reason for the watered-down bill.3ó

Indeed, it is clifficult to agree with the conclusjon that welfäre state regime

typologies carrllot explain family policy development because they somehow do not

address the issue of "family". It appears, lather, that factors related to Canada's and the

United States' liberal political economy play in-rpoltant roles in forming family policy

outcomes. Moreover, there is an evident continuity of task between cross-national and

single-nation (case study) family policy analyses.3T For exan-rple, in Mar.ks' (1997)

discussion of the watered-dowr Family and Medical Leave Act tlrat passed in the United

States, her point that maternity leave wage replacenlent is "a major bulwark of farnily

leave provisions for most other countries" (64) could profit from the consideration of

differerf weifate state regines. Specificaily, it is not sirnply that "most other countries"

have wage replacemerf as a key to maternity leave, but that different political economies

ald different political histories inpact upon policy outcomes.3s Thus, it is not simply that

36 llcleed, for Marks (1997), powerful business interests and weak labour groups ale majol factors
underlying a weak worÌlen's movemetrt.
rt ''Sìngle-nation" here meaning the anaÌyses ofone country rather thar comparing poiicy acloss countries.
'^ Although, it is difflcult to nlke a conclusive point legarding the regime-based differences in family
polìcy until family policy development ìs actually included completely within a welfäre state typology.
F{cre. sirìce it ìs Marks' couterìtion that labour group strer'rgth and par¡isan conflict shaped the fanily policy
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the United States has no policy enforcing wage replacement during maternity leave wbile

other courtries do have maternity leave salary replacement. Rather, the Uuited States can

be seen to occupy a position relative to other industrialized couúries based on its

characteristics of liberal politicai economy and laissez-faire capitalism; its policy

outcomes are therefore more similar to those of some countries than to others. If

couúries with relatively similar histories of dominant libelal political economy have

policies rnore sirnilar to those in the United States than, say, countries with histories of

social democratic politicai econony, then the argument that related political factors

impact upon family policy development is strengthened.

At the same time, such in-depth aÍìalyses of the deveiopment of particular policies

within a specific couutry can lend deeper understanding to the more general, heuristic,

and regime-based categories. For example. differences between countries of the same

group, that is, coulrtries of the salìe general political hisfory, can be fully examined. To

keep with the curent example, Marks (i997) would be right to point out that other liberal

countries have rnaternity leave policies that include wage leplacement, unlike the U.S.

Detailed analyses of family policy development can highlight important diffelences in the

political structures of generally similar countries, ar.rd illuminate the ways in which tl.rose

lactors shape family policy outcorres.

Elison's (1997) analysis of the deveiopment ir the United States of the Family

and Medical Leave Act argues that interest group cohesion and stlategic alliances can

allow policy attainment even within a "hostile politicai clil¡ate". She explains the

development of the bill with a theoretical lramewotk tl.rat delives fi-om three major

under study, her argunrent can potentially be sh-engthened by the cousideration of differing family policy
outcomes in countlies with diffelenl (regime-based) political histoiies.
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perspectives of social policy development. First, tirere is the "economics matters"

perspective of welfate state developn.rent.Jo Second, is the "politics matters" perspective,

where Elison expects a connection between the parties in power, their ideological

content, and policy outcornes.aO And finally, from the area of family studies, Elison

considers the strategy and organization of interest g.oup..t' hr combining these

approacl.res Elison a|gues the impodance of underlying structurai chal]ge, interest group

activity, and class-coalitional alliances for shaping family policy outcornes.

This sectiou has suggested that cross-national comparisons of family policy car

benefit from consideration of the different welfare state regimes in which family policy

develops, and that lamily policies are influenced by regirne-specific political and

historical fäctors. The family policy gelder/class stratification typology developed in this

study, because it examines diffcrent national apploaches to the welfare of families in the

terms used by welfale state regines theolists to examine different national approaches to

social welflare, will lay the groundwork for an understanding of family policies as

components of the diflerent national approaches to social welfare evidenced wìthiu

wellàre state regimes typologies. This can facilitate the cross-national comparison of

fàmily policy in light of welfare state regimes, and takes a step towards the development

of a welfare state typology that, to respond to the conclusiolls of sotne comparative

family policy analysts, does indeed co:rsider different national approaches to tlre welfare

of families.

I And Elison adopts insights from Hagen and Jenson (1988) regarding the fe¡Iirizatio¡r ofthe Iabour folce
(30).
r0 Elison hypothesizes these connections using Esping-Andersen (1990) and Sainsbury (1994).
1r That is, whether women's groups would pursue a shategy ofalljance with labour', aird whether women's
groups were unified or'fiagmentcd (30). These issues have been widely addressed in Family Studies
literature, and Elison points to, for exaurple, Lovenduski and Nor¡is (1993), Thomas (1994). and Gelb
(1989).
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III

Family Policies in the Welfare State Discourse

Mrile co:rventional welfare state regimes typologies do not include an analysis of

f'amily policies within their process of regime delineation (see Esping-Andersen, 1990;

Castles and Mitchell, 1 992; Korpi and Palme, 1998; Leibf ied. 1993; Ware and Goodwin,

1990)" recerf worh from the welfare state perspective has not assumed a fundamental

break between family policy development ald welfare state developmerf.a2 This work

has linl<ed padicular family poiicy expenditure characteristics to developmental

characteristics that are similar to those used to explain divergent welfare state regimes.a3

The purpose of this section is to illustrate that, while the hndings of this work suggest

that there is an impodant connection between factors iufluencing the development of

welfàre state regimes and factors underlying family policy development, these analyses

al'e based on expenditure-type indicators of family policy lather than on a consideration

of lllore detailed forms and structures of family policies. Further, family services (for

exan-rple, fonnal daycare) are excluded entirely from the analyses. It will be argued that

these shortcomings lead to an ir,cornplete analysis of family policy, and that there arises

from these omissions a systematic failure to fully rurderstand family policies as

developing within the context of welfare state regimes. Indeed, a tnore detailed analysis

ol family policies, including the structure and character of specific lamily policies as well

as including flamily services in the analysis, and thereby going beyond the use of

expenditure levels alone to quantif¡r family policy, can improve the scope of welÊde state

t' "Welfare state perspecrive" is meant as opposed to the falnily poÌicy perspective, which consists ofthe
theoretical positiou ofÍìrâ.jor compârative family policy analysts such as Mauree¡r Baher and AnneJ-felene
Gaufhier.
ri For exanple, left parly power, Catholicisrn, corporatism, etc.
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regime typologies and deepen tl.re understanding of farnily policy development aoross

welfare state types.

Parnpel and Adams (1 992) examined the impact of political and dernographic

structures on "family-related intergenerational transfer spending" (540) in inciustrialized

collntries. They argue that tl.re most impoÍant factors influencing variation in family

allowance spending are a large aged population, corporatist structures, and Catholicism.

Their overall argumerrt, that "both demographic and political perspectives appear

necessary to understand family-related policies" (540), along with their overall analysis,

is imbedded within the ur.rderstanding of distinct welfare state regimes. And indeed,

regime-based distinctions are evident. For example, they note that the size of the aged

population has gleater influence on spending in cotporatist natiols, but less clear

influence in nations with strong leftist rule (540). Further', Pampel and Adams

distinguish between the pressures for social equalization in Noldic, social democratic

countries ald the different aims of family allowances in countries with a strong history of

Catholicism, namely, to strengthen traditional family institutions. aa

There is, then, a clear conceptualization of family policy structure as developing

witliin the context of welfare states in general, and Panpel and Adams (1992) point to the

"ains" of expenditure, Esping-Andersen (1990) made this poiú, stating that "[t]he

existence of a social program and the amouut of money speff on it may be less important

than what it does" (2), and an attempt to get beyond using expenditure as the sole

indicator of social policies l.ras become a certral tenet of the regirnes approach. Iudeed,

thc exclusion of ar.r analysis of family policies tl.ren-rselves and family services in general

aa Tìre point hete is that Pampel aud Adams co¡rsider the different welfare state types to have potentially
distirct influences or the developlrrent of farnìly-r'eJated poÌicies (specifically family allowanÇe transfers).
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can be misleading (Olsen, 1998). There are examples of this problem in Pampel and

Adams' work. The most obvious way in which this problem manifests itseìf is that

family allowance expenditules are unable to indicate clearly the responses of various

welfare state t)'pes to the demographic and political changes under study. in general, the

"aim" and character of the policies that are supported by the expenditures are not

captuled. And 1he omission of family services, even in the form of expenditures,

lrisrepresents countries' family policies with regards to the apploaches by different

welfare state types. This can be illustrated by comparing Pampel and Adams' values for

famill, allowance expenditures, which tliey use to show patterns and trends across

couúries, to values that include expenditures on family services as well.

Table 1 gives the expenditure levels on lamily allowances measured as a

percentage of Gross Dornestic Product (GDP) for 16 countries, as given by Pampel and

Adams (1992:531). a5

Table I

1986 Family Allowance Expenditures as a Percentage of Gross Domestic Product
and Welfare stâte Regime Classifications for 16 Countries

Familv Allowance
Expenditur-e (% GDP)

Welfare state T)'p_q

France
Belgium
Austria
Nethellands
Sweden
United Kingdonr
Ireland
Norway

3.09 Conservative
2.42
2.30
1.88
I.Jò

r.27
1.11

1.07

Conservative
Conseruative

Social Democratic
Social Democratic

Liberal'
Conservative

Social Denocratic

¡5 Parrpel and Adams (1992) give information fol l8 counrries, but New Zealand is onitted here because it
is not clear ly classified in Ësping-Andelsen's (1990) analysis, and the goal is to relate expenditure levels to
the welfare state type in which they occur. Switzerland is omitted l¡ecause cíata were not;ncluded in the
OECD exper.rditure database lor the country, and thJs database is the source of se|vice-illclusive fanily
policy expenditure used for the puryoses ofthe cuffent cornparison,
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Canada
Finland
Germany
Australia
Italy
Derunalk
.Tapan

United States

0.83

0.72
4.71
0.65
0.61
0.40
0.05
0.00

Liberal
Sociai Democratic

Conservative
Liberal

Conservative
Social Democratic

Libcral
Liberal

" TIìe UrÌited l(ìngdorn is classified as liberal becausc, while it scores around the r¡ean for bolh liberal
aÌrd socialist types of stratification (Esping-Andersen, 1990, p.74), it scores lelativeJy Iow for
decom¡nodificalion right between liberal and conservative count¡jes. The United l(ingdom js thus â
combination of liberal and socialist sûatification and liberal/conseryative decommodification. Libelalisrn
is, tllen, the most dominant h ait.
SOURCE: Expendjture levels: Pampel and Adatrs (1992) p.531. Welfare state types: Esping-Andersen
(reeo).

Figure I plots the expenditures on family allowances for each country (as given by

Pampel and Adams. 1992, as Vo of GDP) against the welfare state type assigned by

Esping-Andersen (1990) to each countly. Calculating Eta can assess the association

between Parnpel and Adarns' (1992) expenditures on family allowances and Esping-

Anclersen's (1990) welfare state types.a6 Essentially, Elu is the same tlpe of ûeasure as

r, except that the mean within categories ol'the inclependerf variable, rather than a

regression equation, is used to form the predictcd Y (dependenL) score (Loether and

McTavislr. 197 6:250). Here. Ela : .563.

to Ela is a conelation ratjo used to nleasure âssociation for non-linear relationships (Loether and McTavish
1976.248). The techrique is based upon the idea ofpredictiüg the nean ofrhe dependent variable (il this
case, family allowance expendìtures) wilhin categories ofthe independent vaÌiable (welfale state t)Þe).
Tllis is in contrast to parametLic measures ofassociation, which predict values for the dependent varìable
from a linear equation involving a given value for the inciependent variable. Eta js therefore suitable fol'
analyzirg the association between a nol]rìl]al varìable (rvelfare state type) and al'l interval/ratio level
variable (expenditures).
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Figure I

Pampel and Adams' Family Allowance
EXpSt q !!I I"9 Ey "w_e-lF"r-e- .Qþl-e-.r-y-pg

El.z2 indicates the proportionate reduction in error in predicting the Y scores (here,

expenditures on family allowances) if category (irere, w'elfare state type) expenditure

means, rather tl.ran tire grand mean expenditure for all countries, are predicteci (Loether'

and McTavish, 1976:251).ai In other words, the key question concerns the degree to

which separating the countries into welfare state regimes helps in accurately predicting

the courfries' expenditures on family allowances. Here, using Parnpel and Adams'

nunbers for family allowance expenditures, ùa2 = 32. We can expect to Ìeduce

prediction eror by 32Yo wlten using welfare state group averages, rather than tl.re overall

expenditure average. to predict expenditures on family allowances.

I{owever, Table 2 illustrates that where expenditues on family services are added

to expenditures on farnily benefits, the itrrpoftance of different approaches to social

¡? That is, the procedure essenfially conlpares p¡ediction erro¡s when usiDg the ean expenditure for all
countlies to predict eacll countly's expenditure on the one hand to the e¡ro¡s when using the irean
expenditure ofeach country's welfale state type to predict each county's experìditure on tÌre other. The
centrai questio[ is whethel the plobability ofcorrectly predicting each county's expenditure is increased
(and, conversely, whether the probabilif! 01¡ncorrectly predìcting each county's expenditure is decreased)
wheu using a courltly's welfale state type group average to predict ratlrer tl'ìan usjng the grmd average for"
allcounhies-
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welfàre becomcs rnol..e apparent. Because Pampel and Adams use 1986 data, the table

here draws its data fror.n i985, the nearest year for which all of the data for comparisolr is

available, so that differences cauot be attributed to cirange over time.

Table 2
1985 Expenditures on Family Cash Benefits and Family Services, and Welfare State

Type for 16 Countrics

Expenditure l% GDP) Welfare state Type
Srl'eden
Austria
Fralce
Denmark
Belgium
Finland
United Kingdom
Netherlands
Norway
Germany
Ireland
Australia

4.32
2.81
2.79
2.74
2.71
z.\) a

2.27

Social Democratic
Conservative
Conservative

Social Democratic
Conservative

Social Den-rocratic
Liheral

Social Democratic
Sociai Democratic

Conservative
Conservative

Liberal

91

86
50
23

Italy 0.93 Conservative
Canada 0.70 Liberal
United States 0.62 Liberal
Japan 0.45 l-iberal
SOURCE: Experditure: OECD. Social Expenditure Dqt¿rbase. Paris, 1998. Welfare state Type: Espilg-
Andclsen (1990).

Figure 2 plots countries' 1985 expenditures on latlily cash benefils and family services

(OECD, 1998) against the welfale state type assigned by Esping-Andersen (i990) to each

country. Using tiris daia, wirich includes expenditures on lamily services alongside

experlditure on lànily benefits, Eta = .678. Thus, the association between welfare state

type and expenditure is considerably stronger when expenditures on services are

included. Squaling this, we gel- Eta2 : .46. Thus, we can expect to reduce prediction

error by 46Yo wben usir.rg welfare state group averages. rather than the overall

expenditure average, to predict expenditures on family benehts and sen¡ices'.
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Looking at the two bivariate models, then, we can say that wellare state type is a

considelably better tool for predicting family-related expenditure when family services

expendilures are included in tl.re analysis.

Figure 2

OECD Family Expenditure (lncluding Services)
By \!e!Iqre tlqte rype

Lll
o
O
Lr.l

o

3

2.5

2

1.5

1

05

0
Conservative Liberal SocìalDemocrâtic

WS Type

This is parlly because of the systematic use of family services within particular

approaches to social provision and parlly because of the intimate relation between fàmily

cash benefrt/allowance expenditule and spending on farnily services. First, countries that

offer comprehensive family services tend to be those that are interested in offering

universal and more decommodifuing family provision.as Therefore, it is the social

democratic countrics that rise the most in the rar.rking when services ale included, and

liberal welfare stales that gain the least. hr Pampel and Adams' (1992) values for family

allowance spending (Table l), Denrrark, a social democlatic state, ranks third to last,

¡3 Fol the purposes ofthe cuuent analysis, "fanily services" meals any service categorized itr the OECD
Experrditure Database (1998) ur.rdel section8.0 Faníly Serylces. This includes, arnong other services,
formal daycare, household services, Homes for Children, Child Nutrition, At-rish child care, School Meals
etc. AlthouglÌ tlÌe uames and specific nature of these progranls differ from countt'y to country. the working
definition of "family selvices" is al) programs fuuded at tìre fedelal level that are in secfion 8.0 of the
database for each cou[try.
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well behind liberal United Kingdom, Car.rada, and Australia. This presents a gross

misrepreseniation of the relatìve social provision lor families Denmark provides. as is

evident in Table 2, where the inclusion of family services spending moves Denrnark up to

the foulth higliest spending level, only marginally behind second ranl<ed Austria and third

ranked France. A similarly drastic increase in relative spending occurs for Finland and

Sweden. For libelal welfare states, no country gains ùom the inclusion of services, and

Canada drops from 9tl' to 14tl'. With such an importanl systenlatic conlection between

welfare state tlpe and family services spending, it can be rnisleadir.rg to use only family

allowance expenditures as a gauge for the effects of political structure on family policies.

Moreover, the iúimate comection between spending on family allowances, benefits, ar.rd

services is crucial. It is possible, and indeed quite likely, that a couffry that spends large

alrrounts on family selvices will spend less on family allowances precisely because the

existing services rnediate the need for allowanccs.4e On the other hand, liberal countries,

which stress a stroÍìg connection to the market and commodified labour, spend moderate

arÌìounts on allowances specifically to strengthen ties to the malket, and exactly because

of an aversion to creating and funding lalge-scale family services.s0

Thus. while using expenditures alone to examine the development of lamily

policies fails 1o consider the aims and structures of specific family policies, the ornissior.l

of family selvices from the analysis can present a systematic inability to evaluate family

ae Although. this is ìrot to say that tìrese countries necessalily spend less on fauily allowances than
countries with iorv services expenditures. OÌrly that in social democratic states, for example, the relatively
lalge amoul'ìts ofovelall fanrily poìicy spending is divìded over allou,ance, benefit, and seryices areas
lather than being coucentl ated h only the allowance and benefits area.j" 

Thus, ill libelal states, tlìe rnere idea ofproviding support to famìlies ìs paradigmatically connected to
allorvances, and overalÌ fanily ¡rolicy expenditure ís therefole not divjded ac¡oss allowances, 

-benefits, 
and

services.
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policy trends within the context of distinct, regime-based approaches to social welfare as

weil.

Wennemo (1998) analyzes the impact of economic, dernographic, and political

factors on the structure of faurily policies in OECD countries. Family policies are

operationalized as the propoltion of family benehts (incorne securìty), tax reductions, and

tax allowances in the average industrial *ug".t' H.t analysis shows that left parlicipation

in goverrulent, r-cligious parties' parlicipation in government, left votes, votes for

religious parties, whether a country has an employnent-based family bene{ìt system.sl

and whether a coùntry has a system of family cash benefits at all have significant

influence on the amount of famìly benefits in the average industrial wage.s3

lìurther, Wennemo shows that level of economic development (measured as GDP

pel Capita), feltiJity (measured by tire gross reproduction rate; that is, the average number

of girls born to a woman during her entile fertile period), and the absence of a universal

family benefit system influence the proportion oftax allowances in the average industrial

wage.'. Specifically, family cash benefits are higher in countries with histories of left

palticipation in government, religious parties' participation in governnent, high amounts

of left votes and religious paúies' votes, and in countries that have an employment-base<i

system of family benefits. Tax allowances and deductions, on the other hand, make up a

higher proporlion ofthe average industrial wage in countries with higher GDP per capita,

higher fertility lates, and where there is no universal system of family benefits

ir The l¡euefits and tax leductions have been calculated fol a family rvith two (2) pre-school aged childlen
and one parent enrployed f-ull-time and receiving an average indushial wolker's wage. Only econonric
suppoft that is giver or the basis ofchildler.r being present in tlte family is included (Wenneno, 1998,

P.8 l).
" Versus having a universal family benefit system,
it 

See p. 87 in Wenuerno (1998) for regression coefficients indicating these effects.
ja 

See p. 88 in Weuuerno (1998) for regression coefficìents.
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(Weruremo, 1998:87-90). Wen¡emo thus concludes that her results supporl approaches

that emphasize the impoúance of partisan politics in determining the course of social

policy development, and that "the level of family support is best predicted by the

indicators refl ecting the dorrestic politicai situation" ( 1 998 : 9 1.¡.i5

Wenner¡.o's work, like tire work of Parnpel and Adams (1992) reflects the

comection and relatedness between factors that influence 1he development of welfare

states generally and factors tl.rat shape family policy development. There is no conceptual

division between explaining farnily policies and explaining the dcvelopment ol'pension,

unemplo)/ment, and healthcare policy. But while this approach contexlualizes family

policy developr.nent within the lormation of welfate states and wellàre state regimes,

thele is a lack of depth in the analysis of actual fàmily policies across the countries.

Wememo (1998) eflèctively measures the structure of family policies in each country by

the proporlion of lamily income that is made up of fan-rily cash benefits, tax allowances,

and tax deductions (details of her criteria were given above). This is a creative, useful

measure that WenneÍno argues allows the study of families' rights to economic supporl

rather than state expenditure. Further, this measure 'inakes it possible to discrirninate

between. . . universal support and different types of means-tested support. It also allows

us to study the effect of different t)?es of family tax reductions" (Wennemo, 1998:80-

81). Llowever. this n.ìeasure is. in terms of the analysis i1 produces, sinilar to using

expenditures. Where using expenditures to represent family policy does not facilitate an

understanding ofthe aims and structures ofthe actual policies supported by the spending,

55 Although, Wennemo does slate that while this is true, the introduction of family sullport is aiso
ilfluenced by the risìng cost ofhaving children (which is related to industrialization and level ofeconoruic
development) and issues with decreasing ferlility during the 20rr'centuly, even ifthe Tinal form ofthe
emerging support structure is deterfiined by partisan politics ( t998, p,91),
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using the proportion of family income that comes from various forms of economic

suppod programs does not teil us exactly which lamily policies irave paid the money and

why. For example, we cannot know whether the beneht cash received by a family is a

beneht paid out after the birth of theù second child, maternity leave benefrts, parental

leave benefits, or a combination of these and other possible policies. It therefore

becomes problematic to identify specific differences in the approaches taken by different

cor"urtries and indecd different welfare state types in dealing with and supporting farnilies

with children. For example, the Urited Kingdom and Sweden ale both sl.rowr by

Wenlemo to lTave given no tax reductions to families in 1985, and to have given out very

sinrilar levels of family cash benefits: These benefits made up abolf llVo of the average

wage in the United Kirgdom and abòut 12%o of the average wage in Sweden (1998:83).

Yet, the very coruection between tÌre developmeni of welfare states in general and factoß

that influence the developnrent of farnily policies that is the basis for Wennemo's

investigation suggests that the United Kingdom (as a liberal welfare state) and Sweden

(as a social denooratic welfare state) will have important differences in the way they

each support their families with children. Wennemo's measure does not identify these

differences.

Furlher, like Pampel and Adams (1992), Wennemo (1998) exclucies family

services from the analysis. Her framework therefore cannot fully explain the influence of

hel causes on welfale states' approaches to the welfale of families in general because, as

illustrated in the discussion of Pampel and Adams' (1992) work, family services can

mediate the use ofcash benehts and tax reductions. Not only may Sweden's cash benefrt

paynlents to families be given under vastly diflerent conditions and with diffelent goals
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in mind than the benefits paid to families in the United Kingdom, but the supporl is aiso

giver.r with an assumption regarding the existence of accessible services which work in

conjunction with the benefits. For example, if a well funded, universal daycare service

exists, the cash benehts given to a family with preschool-aged children mearn different

things ihan it would to a fanily that had to pay for child care out ol the cash benefit.j6

Indeed, the levels of cash benefits and tax reductions given to families is related to and

affected by the available family services in a particular country.5T

Parlly because of the absence of detailed oonsideration of tlie aims aud character

of specific family policies, and because of the exclusiorl of family services fiom the

analysis, the different welfare state regimes are not clearly reflected in Welnemo's

depiction of family policy variation across couúries. This illustrates the importance of a

rnore full consideration ofthese aspects for the purpose ofusefully contextualizing family

policy development within general welfare state discourse. As mentioned earlier,

Wennemo's measure (1998:83, Figure 2) shows llte United Kingdom and Sweden to be

similar - they both give no tax reductions and tl.reir benefits ievels are almost identical.

Other than the UDited Kingdorn, the liberai welfare states tend to give the lowest levels of

cash benef,rts, but Switzerland, wiljch is a libelal welfare state (Esping-Andersen,

1990:74), gives family benefit levels similar to those in France, Gennany, Italy (all

conservative) and Finland (sociai den-rocratic). Denmalk's heavy reliance on family

"'Wennemo's analysis deaJs rvith the benefits and tax reductìon received by families wllcre one parent
sta,vs at home with the childlen: whe|e setvices like daycare aien't of prime ilnportance an).way. But it is
irlÞoftant to poil1t out that tl]e consideration ofservices affects the rneaning ofcash berehts and tax
deductions. and tìre way countr-ies colnpare to one anotìler.
i? This is rlot to say tlÌat Wennemo's word is flawed. Her measule of family benefits and tax reductions
from the side of the incone ofthe ave|age family does uniquely allow for conrpa isons ofdifferent tlpes of
universal ard means-tested famìly support systems, and she cleally acknowledges the intpollance of
varying fanily service-based support across courtries (see foohrote 7, 1998, p.93). lndeed, her
ineasurement appÌoach does not allow for an inclusjon ofservìces (how much ofa family's income coîìes
from daycar e?).
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services (as was illustrated earlier in the discussion of Panrpel and Adams' (1992)

omission of family service expenditules) is likely the reason for its low level of family

benefits as reflected in Wennemo's measure of family policy. If the example of family

service expenditure done earlier is any indication, the considetation of farnily services

would significantly inrprove Denmark's family support ranking relative to the other

countries.

Overall, then, it is clear that while Pampel and Adams ( 1992) and Wennemo

(1998) r,iew farnily policy as developing as a part oi and not as fundamentally separâted

fi'orn, other aspects of the welfare state, their analyses exclude crucial aspects of hou'

cou ries approach the welfare of families. Indeed, the exclusion of family services fro l

the analyses and the use of a prirnarily expenditure-based operationalization lead to an

inconrplete analysis of famil;r policy. Fudher, there arises from this a systematic failure

to fully understand family policies as developing within the context of welfare state

regimes. An analysis that includes the structme and character of specific fanily policies,

and which includes fàluily services in the analysis, will go beyond the use of expenditure

levels alone to quantily family policy and can improve the scope of welfare state Ìeginle

typologies, deepening the understanding of farnily policy development across welfare

state tlpes.
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IV

Gendering Welfare State Discourse: Family Policies as "Gender" Policies

A crucial area of recent developmerf in welfare state regimes theory debates the

ability of traditional welfare state research to expose gender-related outcomes. lndeed

feminist scholars have revealed tlre impact of gender relations ou welfare state

development, and have argued for a reconccptualization and expansion of the outcomes

tradìtionally exanined by welfare state theorists. What has become clear is that gender-

relevant social outcomes, such as female labour Iòrce parlicipation rates, occupational

gender segregation, gender wage gap, the gendel division of labour in the home, and

poverty lates for urale- and female-headed singie-parent families, show relevant cross-

national va¡iation. Further, these gender-related outcomes appear to be |elated to the

particular systems of social provision espoused by traditional welfaÌe state research

(Pierson,2000).

This work l.ras indeed been a significant and crucial contribution to a nrore

complete portrayal of welfare state policy development. This section illustrates that such

work has analyzed or included lamily policy within the welfare state legimes discourse

primarily for its gender stratifying effects. That is, it has often been the case that family

policies are narrowly seen as "gender policies", analyzed from the perspective that they

irnpact pri¡raril1, upon tire gender stratification outcomes oi the welfale state. It wili be

illustrated that family policies have thus been centrai to work that analyzes the geuder

stratiflcation implications of the welfare state. FuÍher, it will be shown that systenatic

attempts to create a wellàle staie regime þpology that accounts for gender as well as

class stratification have combined family policy (fol its gender implications) with labour
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market policies (fbr their class irnplications). I maintain that the class stratification

implications of family policies have been largely negiected, and a more complete

gender'/class slratification welfare state typology requires that the class stratification

implications of family policy be considered alongside the gender stratification

implications of these po lic ies.

Conventionai weifare staie nodeling (that is, the welfãre state regimes models)

highlights the division and interaction between stale and tlarket. But it has been well

illustrated lhat a more corlplete conceptualization of the division of labour in advanced

industrial societies includes the state, the market, and the household (Lewis, 1992;

O'Connor, 1993; 1996: Orloffi, 1993; 1996; Sainsbury, 1994). By excluding the

household as an ínportant paú of the labour structure, welfare state development theory

has "distorted the ways in which state-market interactions depend on, are shaped by, and

in turn reconstitute relationships within housel.rolds, between household and market, and

between household and state" (P. Pierson, 2000:10).

Among others, Ann Orloff has argued that Espir.rg-Andersen's (1990) concept of

decommodihcation is actually based upon the dependence of paid labourers on larniliai

care giving (which is usually performed by women), and needs to be supplemented with

an accourfing fol the ways in which courrtries vary lvith regalds to the capacity to form

and maintain an autonomous household (Orloff, 1993). Indeed, we rlrust pay attention to

potential gender differelces in access to paid ernployment, and on women's need to

conrbine paid work ancl child care work if we are fo analyze systems of social provision,

rvhich shape the distribution of life-chances.
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The focus on gender issues in welfare state structure and developmerf has,

interestingly, not broken down the standard liberal, conservative, and social democratic

trichoiomy (Esping-Andersen, 1999; P. Pierson, 2000), but has, rather, highlighted

important regime-based differences that have treen umoticed in traditionai welfare state

research.ss Thus, the goal has become a bloader range of welfare slate featules (for

example, support for caring activities, policies that encourage/discourage wives fronr

engaging in paid work, and increase or decrease such opportunities) and a wider range of

social outcomes.

What is cruciaì here is that attempts to gender the welfare state have almost

always stressed the consideration of family policies.5e In most cases there is an overalL

attempt to reconceptualize welfàre states to iuclude the underlying elfects of gender in

welfare state construction as weil as the implications of wellare states for wometr

specifically. This has involved analyses of lrrost areas of welfare states. But because of

the important influence family policies have on the gender division of labour in the home

and overall family structure, which is crucial in shaping the position of women with

regards to paid emplolment and overall econor¡ic and social power, farnily policies have

been central to the task of genderirg welfare state discourse.

Lewis (l992) proposes an aiternative welfare state typology that is based on eaclr

countÐ/"s adherence to the '1lale-breadwimer model", Social policy is seen to be built

around the gendered division of household labour, where men are primarily

j8 
Although it shouid be noted that wiler attention is paid to a new and iJiffelent sct ofcriteria for tbe

evaluation and comparison ofwelfare states, as is tlÌe case with gender-centered analyses, ilnporlant
"witlìin regir'ì'ìe" diffelences are bound to becone apparent. lndeed, such instances ilave Ileen illustrated
(for example, O'Conuor, 1999; Sainsbury, 1999; O'Colnor, Orloff, and Shaver, 1999; Orloft 1993, p.312),
and aìternative regìmes have been proposed (for example, Lewis, 1992; I(ilkey and Bradshaw, 1999). The
poinf here is that there ale significaut differeuces betweeìr welfare state regimes wilh regalds to gendel
ilrplicatiols even if all countlies in a given regime ale not ìdentical,
'e Here, to "gelder the welfaÌe state" trreans to make tlle weifare state discoulse gender-sensitive.
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l¡readwinners. attached to the malket, and women perform the caring/homemaking work.

Lewis characterizes Britain as a strong rnale-breadwinner state: "While no effort is now

rnade to stop worrren working, the assumption is that women will be secondary wage

earners and, despite the large numbers of worlren in paid emplo¡'nel'rt, they tend to be in

short part-time, low status work" (1992:165). Indeed, as is aiso noteci by Pierson

(1998:781), a key reason fol why Lewis sees Britain as a strong male-breadwinner states

because ol'its failure to provide adequate childcare. Thus family policies play a key role

in differentiating welfare states' implications for gender stratification. France is seen by

Lewis (1992) as a modified male-breadwinner state, having used farnily policy to affect

the gender division of labour, and Sweden is classified as the weakest male-breadwinner

orìented state.

Orloff ( 1 993) points out that Esping-Andersen's ( i 990) use of decommodification

(that is, the potential fol a worl<er who, normally in a capitalist system is "commodihed"

in the sense that helshe is dependerf on employers and owners of capital for an adequate

standard of living, to achieve a decent standard of living independently of market forces)

does not account for the fact that for many women excluded from paid labour, becoming

cornnodifled (obtaining a position in the paid labourforce) is "poteffially ernancipatory"

(3 18). Although Orloff points out that this may constitute the exchange of one form of

dependence (familial, on the wages of a husband) for another (dependence on an

employer), she is adrnittedly rnore conceLned with "the potential ofpaid work to provide

women with some autonomy vis-à-vis malliage" (1993:3 18). This brings up several

clucial implications for fan-rily policies. First, as Orloff notes, the initiative to increase

$'omen's access to paid employnent is connected to 1he development of services such as
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daycare and other policìcs that make the colnbinatiol of paid employment and falnily

responsibilities easier for women. A further ar.rd related implication is that movements

designed to create policy 10 glant women better access to paid labour have focused not on

women's economic independence, but rather on helping women be secondary eamers

while "continuing to service their husbands" (Orloff, i993:319). Finally, Esping-

Andersen's notion of decommodification is somewhat inverted with regard to family

policy. lf maternity leave and benefits in a given country, fol exarnple, are relatively

lengthy in terms of leave and include relatively high wage replacement rates, then an

application of a method similar to Esping-Andersen's method for calculatiug

decommodihcation in unemployment benefits (1990:54) would shou' the country io have

a relatively high level of decommodifrcation.60 However, such policy rnay actually

leflect a national goal of high female labourforce participation - that signihcant numbers

of women in that country are exercising what Orloff (1993) refers to as "the right to be

commodified" (3 18). Clearly, consideration of family policies is cerfral to Orloffls

wellàre state dimension of access to paid v,ork. The other main axis for the evaiuation of

welfare states' gender stratihcation implications proposed by Orloff is the capacity for'

women to form and maintain an autononous household. Whele Esping-Andersen's

(1990) concept of decommodification refers to the freedom of wage earners frotr

oonpulsion of parlicipating ûr the market, Orloffs concept indicates "the ability ofthose

who do most of the domestic and caring worh - almost all women - to form and maintain

autonolÌrous households, that is, to survive and support their children without having to

malry to gain access to breadwimers' income (1993:319). Family policies, which may

60 Unemploynent benefits as appropriate - in some countlies matenlity leave is handled under emplolment
insurance policies. The point here would also mathematically hoid ifthe very sinilar method used for'
calculating decommodification ìn pensions (also p.54) were used.
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or may not support the traditional gender division of labour, and which provide varyiug

types and levels of support for single-parent families, can again be seen to be a crucial

concern lor analyses concemed with gender stratifrcation.

O'Connor, Orloif, and Shaver (1999) assess the gender stratihcation implications

of welfare states, primarily analyzing policies relating to tluee najor areas. First, the

labour rnarket; this includes the terms upon which womeu and men can gaìn access to

paid work and the services that llake such u'olk possible for tlrose with care giving

responsibilities, as well as pattems of men's and wonen's employment. Second is policy

regarding reproduction; the key here is the regulation of wonLen's bodies ("body rights")

and the maior indicator is abortion legislation. Fiually, they analyze state social

provision; specifically, the way state provision affccts the gender division of labour,

marriage and household formation, alld child-rearing, as well as how it reflects relations

between states, markets, and families. Family policies, specifically, childcare services

and maternity and pareúal leave policies, are key influences facilitating feniale

laboulforce participation (O'Comror', Orloffl, and Shaver, 1999). Since access to paid

employment is a crucial axis for welfare state assessment in the analysis, family policies

are a major consideration in O'Comor, Orioff and Shaver's comparison of welfare states

based or.r gender stratifi cation implications.

Family policy analysis is central to othel eflotts to recognize the gender

stratification implications of \¡ariolls forms of social provision (Meyers, Gornick and

Ross, 1999; Bussemaker and van Kersbergen, 1999). hdeed, famiiy policies are argued

to have profound impact on women's labourforce participation and social and fàmilial
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power. aÍìd are therefole analyzed for their influence on gender stratihcation jn the

context of welfüre state regimes.

This does lot, however, constitute a co.mplete contextualization of family policies

within welfare state regimes theory. Family policies are crucial influences on gender

stlatification, but the class strafirtcolion implications of these policies are not considered

in this burgeoning feminist literature. Oftelr, "gender'" regimes have been argued to be

necessarily separate fi'om class-based welfàre regimes (see, for example, Sainsbury,

19941, 1996). But even the work that argues for the necessity of analyzing gender

stratification in the context of other sociai relatiolts such as class and race (fol example,

Orloff, 1993; O'Coruor, 1993; O'Connor, Orloff and Shaver, 1999) uses faurily policy as

a part of gencler-seusitive dimensions of welläre states to supplement existing indicators

ol ciass stratification in welfalc states. The class-based inplications of famiÌy policies

are largely neglected.

Walter Kolpi argues for, and indeed proposes, a welfare state typology that will

"integrate gender and class into a n-racrolevel analysis of different dimensions of'

inequality and [allow for the examination of] the ways in which these tu'o faclors interact

with different types of welfare states in the distributive processes" (2000:128). For the

consideration of welfare states' implications for class inequalities, Korpi argues for the

use of "ideai types of welfare state institutions as a heuristic tool in attemprs to explain

and to understand the patterning of income inequalities" (2000:161). Specifically, Korpi

uses a typology of social insurance institutions developed earlier (Korpi and Palme,

1998).Ór

t" Thìs typology was discussed eallier in this paper. WÌren l(orpi ard Palne (1998) talli al¡out "social
irsurance iDstitutiors", they use labour narket policies (not fârnily policies).
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To this, Korpi adds indicators of gender stratification. FIe algues that "in

contenporary Western societies, gender diffetences in terms of labor force participation

constitute a crucial area of gendered agency inequality" (2000:140). He points to the

concept ofthe male breadwinner model, which has been centrai to gender-based welfare

state analysis since the wolk of Lewis (1992) and which "recognizes the central roie of

differences in lal¡ol folce paltìcipation for gender ineqr"rality" (Korpi,2000:142).

Thus, Korpì (2000) analyzes social benef,its policies based on whether they

provið,e dual-earner support, general.family support, or whell'ter they are m.arket,oriented

policies. The dual-earner support are policies that supporl women's continuous labour

tbrce participatiol.ì, enable men as well as \\¡onen to cornbine parenthood with paid work,

and attempt to redistribute caring work within the fanily. General family ,support arc

policies that support the nuclear family while having institutional characteristics based on

the assumption that, or being neutral to whetlter or not, wives have the primary

responsibility for caring work done within the farnily and enter tlle paid workforce only

as secondary earners. Finally, mãrket-orîented policies are defined by l{orpi (2000) as

occurring wl'ìere none of the above two policy dimensions are well developed. Citizeus

ale provided relativell, few claim rights in this area, and these countries are therefore

assurned to have chosen to allow market forces to dominate the shaping of gender

relatiolrs, meaning that individ¡"rals must pursue private solutiolrs to the extenr that their

mar-lçet lesoulces and family relations allow.

Koryi (2000) operationalizes his rneasures using three indicators for general

family support and four indicators for dual-eanter sup¡:sort.62 For general fcunily support

"2 Fol his detaile¡l rreasurement units, juslificatiot-t oftl]eir use, and generai discussiol ofthe
operationalization, see p. 139- 148 of hìs paper).
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he uses cash child allowauces, fanily tax benefits, and public day care services for

''somewlrat olcler" children (from age 3 to schooi age).63 For cÌual-earner support, he

uses public daycare services for the youngest children (aged 0-2), paid maternity leave,

paid paternity leave, and public home help to the elderly.6a Market orien¡ecl ¡tolicies are

dehned to occur in countrìes tllat score lowest fol the other two types ofsupport.

Table 3 shows the ranking of countries on the two measures of policy support

orientation. On both dimensions, the lowest scores go to Australia, Canada, the United

I(ingclom, Japar.r, Switzerland, New Zealar¡d, and the United States. These seven

countries are therefore classified by Korpi as having a market oriented gender policy

model. Sweden, Finland, Denmark; and Norway have the highest measures for dual-

earner support. For General family support, Belgiurn, Gerurany, France, Italy, and

Austria score highly. Norway scores highly (411') on both rreasures! while France and

Belgium seem to combine general family su¡tport wifl't at least some characteristics of

dual-earner support.

63 Countties are thus defìned by l(orpi to hâve higher levels ofGeneral Fanily Support as their levels of
cash child allowances (because they are neutral with respect to the labour force pa¡ticipation ofthe spouses
in the family), family tax benefits (because family tax benefits directed to lrousewives can be expecred to
encoutage homemaking), and public daycare services for somewhat older children (because having daycare
services djrected ¡Iostly at childreü over the age oft\\,o indicates an i¡rtentiol1 oDly ro colnplement caring
wor'1< withiu the lanily) rise.

"a For I(o|pi, the basic questioD with respect to Dual-Eamer Suppoft is "to what extent puillic policies
attempt to shift care wolk from tlìe unpaid to iire paid sector'...as well as rvithin the fanrily, thereby ntaking
it possible fbr wives to mairÌtain a major and continuous occupational comr¡ifment" (2000:i 46), Countries
are thus defined to l'ìave higher levels of Dual-Eamer Support as their levels ofpublic daycare services for'
the youngest childrel (because havìrrg daycare services for children under the age of two indicates an
intention to support the conti)rued Ìabourforce participation ofmothers), paid maternity leave (because
these policies elcoulage young won]en to start and to maintain an occupational career while enabling their
to l]ave an interlude for the care of infants), paid paternity leave (because such ¡trograms are the otÌly
available comparable indicatols ofdirect relevance for policies to change caring roles wifhin the nucìear
family), and public home heip to tl'ìe elderly (because such programs enable lhe elderly to maintain their
own independent households. thereby decreasilg their leliance on cale by daughters a¡rd dauglìtels-irlaw)
rise.



Table 3

Countries Ranked According to Levels of General Family
Support and Dual-Earner Support 1985-1990 (Korpi,2000,
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Table 2)
General Familv Suppqll!

Belgium
Germany
France
Norway
Italy
Austlia
Denrnark
Ireland
Sweden
Finland
Netherlands
Canada
United Kingdom
Switzerland
J apalr
Australia
New Zealand
United States

Dual-Earner Support

Sweden
Derulark
Finland
Norway
France
Belgium
Germany
Italy
Netherlands
Austria
Ireland
United Kingdoff
Canada
.lapal
Australia
Switzerland
United States
New Zeaìand

Korpi (2000) then combines these measures with Korpi and Palme's (1998) social

insurance models typology (which is based on pension and unemploynent policies). The

result is a welfarc state model capable of typologizing social inequality based on gender

and class across countries (Korpi, 2000, Table 8). In general, most of |he markct-

oriented countries in terms of gender policies ale those classified as basic security by

Korpi and Palme (1998). Countries scoring highly fot measures of general .family

support feud to be those that a1e categorized as slate corporatist by Korpi and Palme
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(1998). Finally, countries with policies embodying tlual-earner sttpport tended fo be

those with encontpassing class-stratifying social provision.6i

Because Korpi (2000) sets out to use indicators of gender equality that are based

on policy support for combir.ring family caring work and labourforce participation, his

analysis introduces faurily policy into welfare state discourse. However, Ihe class

stratifìcatioD implications of family policies are not considered, as his measures of class

stratification in social provision institutions are based on I(orpi and Palme (1998); class

stratification is therefore determined by analysis of old-age pensiolls and sickness cash

benehts (Korpi and Palme, 1998:666). For the purpose of Ínore fulÌy contextualizing

làmily policy analysis within wellàre state development discourse, it will be i¡npoÍant to

analyze both the class and the gerder stratification implications of farlily polìcies.

.Tust as pensìons, unemployment, and sickness policies stratify by gender as well

as class. larnily policies stratiô by iiass as well as gender. Indeed. lanrily policics arc

not purely influerfial for gender stratification. They ate also imporlant factors

influencing the class-l¡ased stratification of those who use thern; this reflects the class-

lelated heter:ogeneity ol the wornen whose social power is affected by tl,ese policies

relative to the power of men, and also the genelal class-based elenents of the welfale

state of whicl-r family policies are a part. Tl.rus, in order to work towards a more cotrrplete

gender/class stlatification welfare state t¡.pology, the class stlatification irnplications of

farnily policy must be considered alongside the gender stratifìcation implications ofthese

policies.

ó5 For Korpi's (2000) analysis ofexceptions, as well as ofinstances wllere national Jevels ofclass or gender
il,lequality are ]'ìot predicted by a coulrtry's social ìnsurance model on eìthel diurension, see pl67-171 ofJris
paper.
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V

Determining the Class Stratification Implications of Family Policies Within the
Context of Welfare State Regimes Discourse

As noted in the previous chapters, there are several key goals undcrlying the

consideration of the class stratification implications of family policies. The f,irst goal

here is to take a step towards a more complete gender/class stratification welfare state

model. The tasl< is to build upon Korpi's (2000) operationalization of family policy by

cor.rsidering the class stratification effects of famìJy po)icies alongside the gender

stratifìcation irnplications illustrated in his work. This will contribute to the overall goal

of working towards the eventual consideration of both class and gender stratification for'

every welfare state policy area.

The second key goal is to provide a family policy model that will be useful to

comparative family policy analysts in working towards a better understanding of factors

intluencing the development of divergent I'arlily policy f'olm.s, services, and structules.

The intent is to create a theoretical connection between family policy fouls and

strllctures on the one hand and the development ofthe wellare state rnore generally on the

other by developing, within the welfare state discourse, a family policy typology that is

based on both gender and class stratification. Furthel work will need to examine more

fully the conlections between different family policy structures and differerf welfare

state regime histories. Tire family policy gender/class stratif,ication typology developed

here will iay the groundwork for this wolk and for the contextualization of the study of

family policy development withir the overall study of welfare states. Further, tbis allows

f'or an assessment of the conclusion among comparative family policy analysts that

family policies are fundamentally different from othel areas of the welfare state" and that
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they therefore cannot l¡e analyzed within the tl.reoretical ùanrework of welfare state

regimes. If, for example, family policies, based on their implicatious for class and gender

stratif,rcation, tend to diffcr in imporlani ways along welfale state regime lines, then the

groundwork is laid for the conceptualization of farnily policies as developing within the

coúext of welfare state development more generally. Welfate state regirnes theory

could, in this instance, contextuaiize countries' approaches to the wellare of laniilies

within the framework of national approaches to social welfare in other areas. This will

allow for the understanding of the social, political, cultural, inslitutional, and historical

factors underlying the development of family policies to benefìt lrom the understanding

of factors underlying the developrnent of divergerf welfare state regimes and vice-versa.

In shod, a welfare state regimes model could eventually be developed that not ouly

considers social stratihcation on various u*".,6u but that also incorporates welfare states'

responses to farnily welfare in its analysis ofthese extant axes of sociai stratification.

Finally, it will be important to include family policy services as well as cash

benefits and tax deductions in the analysis. This is for two main reasons. First, the

services aspect of welfare state policy is often excluded from the analysis from the

welfare state perspective.6T Second, the more qualitative nature of comparative family

policy theory usually does include services in the analysis.6s In order for the famill'

policy gender'/class stratihcation model to be relevant to these theorists, services must be

considered in the classilication process. Moreover, sociai services are plobably r/re

delinitive aspect of the Su'edish rvelfare mociel (Olsen, 1998; 1999). Excluding services

"" h this case, class and gender'.
6t As was illustrated with regard to Pampel and Adans (1992) and Wennemo (1998).
68 Baker ( 1995), Gauthier (l 996), and Kaurerman ( 1995), discussed earlier, are exanrples of this
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from the analysis thus creates a systematic bias that ploblematizes the coltextualization

of natiolal differences within the welfare state regimes framework.6e

The Countries

Because Esping-Andersen's (1990) welfare state regimes tlpology has been the

most influential accourf of the divergent development of the content and structule of

welfare states (Pierson, 1998:778), and has largely become the starting point for research

on welfare state development (Pierson, 2000), it will be used here as the welfare state

regin-re typoìogy within which family policy's stratihcation implications will be

contextualized. Therefore, the countries analyzed should represent each of Esping-

Andersen's wellare state types. Accordir.rg to Esping-Andersen's (1990) measures for

conservative, liberal, and social dernocratic regime attributes, four of the strongest

conservative welfare states exist in Gemrany. France. Belgium, and Austria. These

courfries will therefore be included in the analysis. For the same reason, four of the

strongest social democratic welfare states, existing in Sweden, Denmark, Norway, and

Finland. will be analyzed. Finally, Canada, the United States, and Australia, all of which

are aÌnong the highest scoring for liberal welfare state attributes, will be analyzed. The

United Kingdon. which scores rnoderately for liberal attlibutes ir.r Esping-Andersen's

analysis, but which is considered an important liberal welfare state in most subsequent

analyses of welfae states (for example, O'Connor, Orloff, and Shaver. 1999; Shaver,

1993-91; Street, 2001; Kangas and Palme, 1998), will also be included. These twelve

t'o This was jllustrated earlier with regard to fälìlily allowance expendituÌes across couDtries.
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countries will allow lor an analysis of the class stratification implications of family

policies across welfare srate regimes.T0

Familv Policies and Services

It would not be realistic to maintain the general definition of family policies used

in previous sections tbroughout an analysis and comparison of 12 nations. Tl-re goal here

is to develop several indicators of liberal, conservative, and social democratic class

stratification using specific aspects of family policies in each country. This is similar to

Korpi's (2000) analysis of the gender stratification implications of family policies, and

the class stratihcation measures developed here will follow the template for measuring

class stratification used by Esping-Andersen in his analysis of pension, unemployment,

and sickless aspects ofthe welfare state.

The key areas of family policy that will come under study are maternity and

parental leave policies, tax deductions directed at families, and benefit palments directed

at the families of govelnment employees and civil servaús. The extent ofpublic daycare

provision will also be analyzed as a key representative dimension of the social service

component of the welfare state. In addition, expenditures on services and benefits for

families will be analyzed.

Developjng Indicators of

The class stratification irnplications of larnily policies should be determined in a

way that is dilectly meaningful within the context of existing welfàre state class

stratil'rcation frameworks, and that therefore also responds to the need for a welfare state

r0 Wlrile having at least foul representative countries fol eacl'ì reg¡ne tllle is lecessary for examining the
porenti¿ìl ÇlusieÌ ing oî family policy rypes across the regiDres, having more counlries in tile analysis is

dilficult fol a¡r M.A. thesis because ofthe limited availability ofcomparable data regardjng very specific
¡rdicators (cJraracteristics) o1' family policies.
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Lypology that ir.rcludes family policies as mole than stratifiers of gender. The indicators

will therefore be modeled after the indicatols used by Esping-Andersen (1990) to

determine the class stratification implications of pension, unemployment, and sickness

policies. As in Esping-Andersen's analysis, speciflc indicators will be used to deteflnine

the degree of liberal, conservative, and social clemocratic class stratifìcation apparent in

each welfare state. In this analysis, indicators will be based on the underlying principles

of Espirig-Andersen's conceptualizations of liberal, conservative, and social democratic

stratification, but will be built upon relevaú aspects of the family policies discussed in

the previous section.

Below is a general discussion of the ir.rdicators of ciass stlatification tliat will be

applied to family policies and their bases in Esping-Aridersen's measures ol'class

stratihcation iu pensiolr, uneurployment, and sickness poiicy areas. A more detailed

description of the indicators, including specifìc nreasurement, calculalion, and weighting

methods, will be developed in the Method section below.

Indicators of Con,servotive Class Stratification in Family Policies

ln order to guage the level of conservative class stratification in pension,

unemployment, and sickness policies, Esping-Andersen employs the concepts of

corporatism and etatistrr. He measules corporatism as the r.rumber of occupationally

distinct public pension schemes, counting oniy the major schemes (1990:70-71). Etatism

is rleasured as expelditure on pensions to govemrnent employees as a petcelÍ of Gross

Dollestic Ploduct (GDP). For the purpose of deternrining the level of conselvative class

stratif,lcation in làmily policies, a Íreasure of corporatism wili be the number of
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occupationally distinct maternity leave schemes. The greater the nurlber, tbe higher the

degree of corporatism. Etatism can be measured as the level of farnily beneht

expenditures (i.e. family aliowances) directed to civil servants and public (govermnerf)

employees as a perceú of GDP. The higher the expenditures directed to government

ernployees, the greater the level of etatisn. Finally^ considered will be whether there is a

special maternity leave scheme lor public employees. If thele is a special scheme for

public employees, this can be seen as a further indicator of etatism. Thus, higher scores

for eaclr of these three measures indicates a higher deglee of conservative class

stratification in family policies.

Indicators of Social Dentocratic Class Slratification in Family Policies

Esping-Ar.rdersen measures social democratic class stratihcation as the average

urliversalism of sickness, unemploylent, and pension policies. The underlying prfuciple

here is the provision of full rights to benefits based on resiclency. Social dernocratic class

stratification is further measured as the ar¡erage beneht equality of pension, sickness, and

unemployment policies. For each policy type, benefit equality is measured as the ratio of

the gualanteed basic social benefit to the legal r.naxilnum benefit possible in the systern

(1990). For determining the degree of social democratic class stratification in family

policies, the comprehensiveness of maternity and parental leave policies will be a crucial

indicator. Specifically, the total lerlgth of the leaves with pay and the rate of wage

replacement will be cornbined to form one indicator. Mole cornplehensive maternity and

parental ieave policies indicate social democratic class stratification in that, in similar

fashion to pension, sickness and unemployrlent policies examined by Esping-Andersen
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(1990), such leaves serve to deoommociify employees. The case of maternity leaves is

sonervllal unique, as they can be conceived as the opposite (that is, as "commodifiers")

in that they encourage ar.rd facilitate the employment of rvomen. This has been pointed

out in feminist work (for exarnple, Orlofl 1993). While this is true, however, maternity

leave policies actually encourage labourforce parlicipation by ensuring that female

employees will be decomnodified er,ougir that they wili be able to maintain an

acceptabie standard of living indeperidently of market forces during pregnancy and early

infatf care. lt is the decomnodifying effect of maternity leave policies, which is similar

to the decommodifying effects of sickness, unemployment and pension policies, that

allows women to maintain careers and related standards of living even when they become

pregnant and are tempolarily unable to work. In short, it is the decommodifying impact

of maternity leave policies that encourages and allows women, whose life choices are

nore likely to require a cefiain degree of decornmodification, to join the paid labourforce

in larger numbers.

Thelefore, the wage replacement rate and length of maternity leaves are good

indicators of decommodification, and thus social democratic class stratificatior-r in farnily

policies. For the purposes of identifying class stratìhcation, parental leaves can be added

to maternity ieaves rvithin the same indicator. I{orpi (2000) nr.ade the crucial distinction

between leaves that are specifically for worlen and leaves such as parental leaves, whicl-r

are fbr either a nother or a father, in identifying gender stratihcation orientation.

Ilowever, for class stratification the question will be to what degree policy enables

porents fo take leave to care for children without having to rely solely on private

resouLces. The length of matemity and parental leaves will thercfore be added together to
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represent the total leave that can be taken to care for new-born children, and the wage

replacement rate ofthese leaves will also be considered.

In addition to the length and wage replacement rate, the length of the waiting

peliod before receiving pay for maternity leave will be examined. I:rdeed, the

decommodifying prowess of a maternity leave policy is enhanced if there is little or no

waiting period before receiving the wage replacement that facilitates the relative standard

of living independently of pure market forces.

A ftrrther indicator will be the degree to which public daycare is universal, as

evidenced by the proportion of pre-school aged children (that is, children younger than

school age) that are in public daycare. The greater the proportior.r of eligible children

(where "eligible" rneans all those children of pre-school age) that ale in publicly funded

daycare, the more universal public daycare is.

Another indicatol of social democratic class stratification in family policies will

be the degree to whìch tax deductions are directed to farnilies. Since tax deductions are

not as redistributive in nature as benef,rts (because those who eafn more pay rnore taxes -

thus tirese higher earnels have the greatest âmolult oftax payments and taxable income to

deduct).71 Social democratic class stratification, however, stresses public support for,

rather than private responsibilily for, experses associated with child raising. It is an

indication of social democratic class stratification when tax dollars are used to ensure the

existence of more ur.riversally accessible selvices and ionger: child-care-related leaves

with wage Leplacement rather than given bacì< to families, especially since it is those rvith

highet incomes that r.vill get the most back, and private resoulces tl.rus become crucial.

t' This does assunre that taxation is progressive. Although there are regressive chalacteristics at more
extreme ievels of incolne, tlle taxation structure in each ofthe countr ies iu this study are generally
proglessive, especially with regard to the majolity ofsalary/wage earners.
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Therefore, less reliance on and use of tax deductions for families will iudicate social

dernocratic class strat ilica tiolr.

Fìnally, expendìtures on cerlain tlpes of farnily policy areas can exemplify a

social democratic approach. Therefore two major tyres of spending will also be

exaurined and measured. First, since family services (and services in general) are the

rnost universal form of support, expenditure on family services as a percent of GDP will

be measured.T2 The higher the expenditure on family sewices, the higher is the degree of

social democratic class stratification in the corresponding family policy. Second,

expenditures on family benefits (which include expendítures on fanily allowances) wìll

be consideled. Although, as argued earlier, the use of famiÌy services mediates the need

for and use of family benefits, it is the case that greater use of benefits is a social

democratic characteristic. Therefore even though courrtries spending greater amounts on

services for fanilies may tend to spend slightly less on Ìrenefrts than they would

otherwise need to. it is the use of services and benefit transfers lather thau lelying more

on tax cìeductions that makes social democratic welfare states distinct from, for example,

liberal weìfare states. Beneht expenditure must therefore be seen to be an indicator of

social democratic class stratihcation.

Indicaîors of Liberal Class SlraÍi/ìcat.ion in Family Policies

Esping-Andersen measures libelal class stratihcation using tluee main indicators.

First, as the percent of total public expenditure that is used for means-tested poor reliel

i2 Sone liberal countries do tetrrper the universality ofservices by developìng a means-tested qualification
system. However the service itselfis lotwhatis inherently tied to wealth and incorne. Moreover,
spending on any service rvill be greater wÌìen uptake is greater'. Therefore higher spendirg on services is
tied ro more universaì selvìces.
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secolld, as the perceÍìt ol total pensions that are private, and third, as the percent of total

health spending that is private (1990:70). In a sense, then, liberal welfare state

orientation can be seen as a polaric opposite to social democratic orientation. Where

social democratic olientation stresses public funding and universal access, lilleral

ideology favours private resources and means-tested access to benefits and services. In

this alalysis indicators of liberal stratification will be identified as opposing social

c'lemocratic characteristics. Indeed, the six indicators of social dellocratic class

sttatilÌcation orientation described above can be invefied to derive indicators of liberal

class stratification.

To determine the liberal class stratification in family policies, then, one indicator

will be the clegree to which daycare is private rather than public. Where a larger

proportion of eligible children being in publicly funded daycare is an indicator of social

democratic olientation, the opposite (that is, a lower proportion of eligible children being

in public daycare) indicates liberal stratification. This addresses both the h¡.pothesized

lack of universal family services in liberal welfare states as well as the expectation ir

liberal regimes that citizens rely on private rneans to care for their children.

A second indicator of liberal class stratification will be a greater reliance on tax

deductions. 'fhe greater the reliance on tax deductions, the greater the liberal class

stratification. When taxes are given back to families rather than used to ensure the

existence of universally accessible family services and lengthier child-care leaves witir

wage replacement, this ernplrasizes plivate resources for caring for children. Moreover,

those with higher income (and thus greater amounts of taxable income) benefit tb.e urost.

A greater use of tax deductions fol families, q'hich are less redist¡ibutive and which
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emphasize the use of private Íesources to care for children, tndicates libetal class

stratification.

Third, a lowel wage repiacemeni rate and shorter le:rgth of maternity and parental

lcaves indicate liberal class stratification. Indeed, the fewer the total weeks of leave and

the lower the pay duling the leaves, the less decommodified labour is, and the more

fàmilies must rely on private resources to care lor their families. A fourth indicator of

libel'al class stlatification is related to maternity leave as well. The longel one tnust wait

before receiving wage replacement while on maternity leave, the Ìllore one relies on

private resources. Therefore, where a shorter waitiug period can be associated with

social democralic class stratification, a longer waiting peliod indicates liberal class

stratification.

Fifth, while a greater contrrritment to family services is a social democratic trait,

funding fewer services is a lìberal characteristic. The more services there are for

families, the more fatrily care work is shifted from private to public responsibility.

Expenditure on family services is a relatively accurate proxy 1'or the existence of services

and of the degree to which tl.re services are universally accessible or, as would be more

likcly in liberal rvelfare states. neans-tested for eligibility.T3 Therefore, the lower the

expenditure on famiiy servioes, the more liberal the stlatification.

Finally, despite the fàct that the use of services can mediate the need for (and

thus, use ot) benefits (such as family allowances), it is nonetheless an indicator of liberal

class stlatihcation when benefit payments are low. Although a welfare state that uses

universal sewices extensively is not required to use equally high levels ofbenefìts, liberal

73 Fot, selvice expenditure will be lower lvhe¡e services ale means-tested and tlÌerefole ale taken up by olly
a limited part ofthe population.
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welfare states that supporl few services do not attempt to "hìl the void" with higher

benelÌt supporls. tsenehts are more directly redistributive than tax deductions, and they

represent public support for farlily care. Liberal ideology stresses private resources and

therefore lower levels of lamily benefits indicate liberal stratification. 'fhis is, as are all

of'the above indicators oflibelal class stratihcation in family policy, a polaric opposite to

high levels of benefìts for families, which indicate social democratic class stratification.

Expenditures on farnily benefits will serve as a proxy for farnily benefrt levels.

Figure 3

Conceptualizing lhe Tltree Types of C\ass Stratification Relative to One Another

Thus, liberal and social democratic class stratification cau be seen as polaric

opposites in celtain fundamental ways. Within the neasurement framewolk ernpJoyed in

this study, the countlies that have higher degrees of social cieuocratic stratìfication in

their family policies will be defined as having lower degrees of liberal stratifìcation and

ì , r llnqicltqï :r,cþ$ $t!¡t¡{iTl¡on il lalllilv lqligll

Coiseryâtìie itìqitftòaiirjn ' ' '.., " 
I . ' '

L The number of occupationally distil'ìct maternity leave schen]es.
2. Family benefit expenditure directed to civil servants and public (government) employees (7o

GDP),
3. Whether there is a sÞecial maternity leave schene for public (govelment) enployees.

Sc.¡cial Dútocratic - Liberal Stratification tPolariry)

L The ploportion of pre-school-aged children iu publicly-funded daycare (lrigher: S.D., lower-=
Liber al).

2. Use oftax allowances/deductions for farnìlies (higher = liberal, lower: S.D.).
3. MateÌnity and parental leave \\rage replaceüeDt ¡ate (as %o ofregular eaming) and )ength of

maleÍnity and parental leaves (in weeks) (higher : S.D., lorver: liberal).
4. Length of waiting peliod (in days) before leceiving maternity leave wage replacement pay (higher

: liberal, Iotver = S.D.).
5. Expenditure on farniJy services (as % ofGDP) (higher: S,D.. iower = liberal).
6. ExÞenditure on family benehts (as %o ofGDP) (higher: S.D., lower = liberal).
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vice versa. Countries with the highest levels of conservative class stratification ilr their

family policies can be expected not to iead at either end ofthe liberal - social democratic

polarity but rather to tend to locate between strongly liberal and social democratic

welfare states. Moreover, it can be expected that the type of class st¡atification most

eviderlt in a welfare state's farnily policies witl correspond with the type of class

stratification identified by Esping-Andersen (1990) for tl.rat welfare state's pension,

unemploynent, and sickness policies. That js, welfare states identified by Esping-

Andersen (1990) as social clemocratic, for example, are most likely to have relatively

strong social democlatic class stratification evident in their family policies.

Measurins the Lidicators of Class Stratification in Familv Policy

With three key indicators of conservative orientation in family policies and six

key indicators constructed as liberai - social democratic polarities, there are in total nine

key rreasuÌements. This section will outline the actual rneasurement rmits of each

valiable, and where applicable, will detail liow multiple measurements are combined to

create a variable. Folìouing tlìis. tlìe ueighting of the nleasurcs rclative to one another

will be discussed, and tl.re method by whicli they will be combined to generate

lneasureûrents ofthe three types ofclass stratification orientation will be given.

Measuring Indicators of Con,serttative Class Stratilïcation in Family Pol.icy

The number of occupationally distinct nlate tity leave schemes will be measuled

dilectly. That is, the number of occupationally distinct maternity leave schemes in each

country, as given by the Social Security Administration (1999), will be compared across

countries. The amourf of farlily-related expenditue directed at civil servants alci public
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(governnrent) employees will be measured as aly expendilule within the Family Benefts

section (7.0) of the OECD Expendilure Database (1998) that is specifically directed to

governnent employees. The spending will be expressed as a percenlage of the Gross

Domestic Product (GDP) for each country. Finally, whether or not there ìs a distinct

maternity leave scheme for government employees will be measured as either ''yes" or

"no", with "yes" treated as tl'r.e greater indicator of conservative class stratihcation. Any

distirct rnaternity leave scheme identified by the Social Seculity Administration (1999)

as being directed to goverrunent employees at any level of governmerf will be considered

an indication of conservative class stratification.

lvfensuring Intlicators oJ Libercl/Social Dunoct'atic Clctss StratiJication in Family Policy

Expenditure on family benehts will be measured as all expenditure in lhe Family

Benefts section (7.0) of the OECD Expenditure Database (1998) for each country.

Expenditure will be expressed as a percentage of the GDP for each country. Expenclìture

on farnily services will be measured as all expenditure in the Fantily Services secliot't

(8.0) ol' the OECD Expendiîu'e DaÍabasc ( 1998). This will also be expressed as a

percentage of GDP fol each country.

The use of tax deductions for families will be measured as the difference between

the after-tax Qret) income of an average production worker that is single (as a 0/o of pre-

tax (gross) income) and the after-tax income of an average production worher thai has a

spouse and two children (also as a o/o of pre{ax inconre).7a This will be expressecl as a

to 
Assurnes a one-eamer, ¡vo-parent family with lwo children, This inhoduces some bias, as single-earner

lainilies are rewarded lly conseryative countries (i(orpi,2000). The results may be different ifdual-earner
larnilies were examined, but that data is not avaìlable for conìparison across the countlies iu this thesis.
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percentage of the average production worker's gross income.7s The higher the net

income of the worker with a family is lelative to the net income of the worker that is

single, fhe greater is the use oftax allowances and deductions for families.T(;

Maternity and parental leaves will be measured in the forrn of an index combining

wage replacement rate with the length of the leaves. The total length of maternity and

parental leaves combined, measured in weeks. will be multiplied by the wage

replacement rate for the leaves. which is measured as a percent of regular salary. The

product of this will represer.rt the length and payment of maternity and parental leaves for

each country. The length of the waiting period before receiving maternity leave wage

replacement will be measured as the number of working days (week days) that one must

wait before receiving maternity leave pay once leave has begun. Olly federal maternity

and parental leave poiicies will be analyzed.

Finally, the proportion of eligible children in publicly funded daycare will be

measured as the percent of all pre-school-aged children that are in publicly ftiirded

daycare of some kind.77 Although most lesearch makes a distinction between the daycare

attendarce of ohildren aged less than three yeafs orì the one hand and children aged three

to school age on the other (see, for example, Gauthier. 1996; OECÐ, 1990), these will be

combined to create one overall measure for the proporlion of children in publicly-funded

daycare in eacir country. Specifically, the proporlions of children in each of these two

age groups that are in public daycare will be compareci across the countries separately.

7t For example, an average production worker in a given country may have an after-tax income equaling
80% ofpre-tax incone wheu they are siugle, and an after-tax income of 87% ofpre-tax inconle wher that
worker has a spouse and two cliildren. This would be a difference of 702 ofgross income gained irì tax
reÌief and aliowances for rvo¡kers rvith families as opposed lo workers who ae single.
tó "Average production worker" is not specifically defined (see OECD, 2001:3 8-39).
17 To be in "publicly funded" daycale is defined as to be enlolled in publicly funded childcare institutjons
(see Gauthie¡. I 996;l 80).
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The values for each age group within each country will then be averaged to give a final

score for each country that represents the overall propoÍioÍr of eligible childlen that ale

in publicly funded daycare. Averaging the proportiorr of children aged 0-2 and 3-school

age that are in publicly funded daycâre to get an overall value for the proportion of all

children aged O-school age that are in daycare assumes that there is roughll, the same

number of children in each age group in each country. Overall, however, the average of

the two proportions gives a good proxy for the degree to which daycare for pre-school-

aged children is a public, or conversely a private, responsibility.

Achieving Measures of Liberctl, Social Democratic, and Conservative Cldss Stratification
in Family Policy

To create meaningftrl measurements of class stratihcation orientation in welfale

states, the indicatols of each stlatification type must be responsibly cornbined. In this

study, the nine ildicators will be given equal weight. That is, each vatiable will be given

equal influence. This standardization will be achieved by expressing scores as standard

r-scores.ts Thus, the basis lor comparison jn each case will be the average score

achieved by the 12 countries on any given iuclicator. Scores for each indicator will be

expressed as a numbel of standard deviations above or below the mean. The result of this

is that each country's values across the indicators can be directly compared, and can be

78 A staldard-z score is simply a particular score expressed as standard deviation units (de Vaus, 1996: 148)

Standald deviation is, in a sense, tl]e average distance between any one score and the overall average score
for a variabìe. Specifically here, thel, the idea is to detelmine foreach indicator the mean score for the
couutries as well as the average distance betweer lhat mean and each country's scole. This average

distance froln the nean, or standard deviatiol, becomes the u¡rit ofmeasu¡enent. For example, if the mean
score on an indicator is 50 and the standard deviation flour that mean is 5, then each country's score can be

expressed as howmany"5s" above orbelowthe mean (50) acountry's actual score is. Ascore0145
wouìd lre expressed as -l (one standaÌd deviatio¡1, that is, one "5" below the overall mean). Standald-z
scoles are calculated by taking a couutly's raiv score on an indicator, subtracting the averâge score for that
indicator. and dividirg the quotiert by that irdicâtor's stardard deviation.
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added together with equal weight. The three indicators of conservative class

stratifìcation, once standardized in this way, will be added up fo achieve a hnal measure

of conservative class stlatification for each countrv. The couffries will then be ranked

based on their ievels of conservative class stratification within family policy.

For the six polaric indicators of liberal/social dernocratic stratification,

measurement will also be based on standard-z scores. In four of the six indicators

(spending on family benefits and farnily services, the lenglh/wage replacement rate of

maternity and parental leaves, and public provision ol daycare), higher scores indicate

social democratic class stratification. For these, then, it is easy to total up each country's

standard scores to achieve a combined indication of liberal/socìal dernocratic class

stratification. Fol the other two indicators (reliance on tax benefits/deductiols and length

of waiting period for rnaternity leave wage replacement) however, higher scores indicate

liberal class stratihcation. Therelore it will be necessary to inved each country's scores

on these indicators.

T)ris is easily achieved with standard-z scores by reversing the polarity of each

score. For example, if a country is one stanciard deviation below the llleall on an

indicator (scores -l), then this country's score will become +1 (that is, one standard

deviation above the mean. This works because each indicator is a polarity: if a country

is one standard deviation below the mean fol social democratic stratification. then that

country is by delinition one standard deviation above the mean for liberal stratification.

In otlrer words, this coultry is one stanciard deviation Jiom Íhe mean, on. tlæ liberai side

of fhe polarily. Once measures for all inciicators are unidirectionai (higher is aiways an

indication of social democratic class stratification. and .lower is alwavs an indication of
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liberai stratification), the standard scores can be added togetiter to achieve overall

rrreasures of social democratic/liberal stratification for each country.

It can be expected that couÍìtries found to have the greatest degree of conservative

class stratifìcation in family policy rvill tend to position between countries with more

strongly liberal and strongly social democratic stratification in their fànily policy.

Moreover, it will be interesting to see the degree to which regime-based differences

across oountries in peusion, unemployment and siclaress benefits parallel cross-national

clifferences in the class stratihcation implications of family policy.

M¡"rltifaceted Implications for Stratihcation: The Implications of Familv Policies for

Class and Gender Stratification

Just as it is insufficient to conceptualize family poiicies as primarily gender

stratifiers, a complete family policy tlTrology, that is, the complete consideration of

tarlily policies within the context of welfare state development, should not deal only witlr

the class stratification irnplications of farnily policies. As shown earlier, Korpi (2000)

defines three types of "gender policy models", each of which denote a particular format

of gender stlatification, using criteria based on characteristics of existing family policies

in industrialized countries.Te

Korpi (2000) theoretically connects the gender stratification of family policies in

each country to the couespondiug class stratification in iabour narket policies as outlined

by l(orpi and Palme (1998). I{orpi (2000) thus uses the gender stratification of .fhmiÌy

policy to represent the gencier implications of lhe v,elfare.rtdl¿ in conjunction with the

tt l(oryi (2000) used. as indicators ofgender sûatification, ce¡tain cha¡acter istics relating fo family
allowances, family tax bencfits, public daycaLe services, paid matcrnity leave, paid paternity leave. and
public home help to the elder Iy. In shor t, these are family-related policies, and are for the nìost part the
same poÌicies that rvill be examined for tlìeir ciass strâtificâtioü ilnplic¿rtions in thjs thesis.
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class stratification of pension and unemploymerf policies, which represent the class

stratificatiou ofthe welfare state. Table 4 gives the gender stratification type assigned by

Korpi t2000) to each ofthe countries examined in this thesis.

Table 4

Gender Stratification Model for 12 OECD Countrics (Korpi, 2000)

Country Gendel Stratification Ttp_g

Canada Market Oriented
United Kingdorr
United States
Austlalia

Den¡rark
Finland
Norway
Sweden

Belgium
Austria
France
Genlany

Market Oliented
Market Oriented
Market Oriented

Dual Earner
Dual Earner
Dual Earner
Dual Earner

General Family Support
General Family Support
General Farnily Supporl
General Family Support

Since Korpi's indicatols of gender stratification are all based on family policies, this parl

of his tlpology will be used here to represent the gender stratification of family policy

ratlrer tlran, as Korpi used it, to represent the gender stratification of the welfare state. To

contextualize within tlie welfale state discourse a.fantily policy rnodel that leflects botl'l

the class and gender stratification in-rplications of family policies, the class stratification

implications of family polices determined in this analysis for 12 countries, that is, the

type of class stratification most evident in the famiiy policies of each country in this
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aralysis, will be aligned with the gender stratification types assigned by Korpi (2000). 80

The goal is to achieve a farnily policy model that is rooted in the discou¡se of welfare

state development and that considers the implications that these policies have for both

clast and gencler strati lÌceLiorr.

n'Though future work should uot only explore more fully the connections between the development of
farrily poiicies and the develo¡rmeut ofother aspects of tlle welfare state, but also should se€k to considel
otllel axes along wlìich family polìcies (and other policies) stratiry and "order" (i.e. race).
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VI

Thc Class and Gender Stratification Implications of Family Policy

The intent of this sectìon is to exanine family policy in the 12 countries based on

the indicators of conservative, liberai, and social democratic class stratification and to

parallel the outcoûles of this with ihe gender stratifrcation implications of these policies.

First, I will give the results for each indicator for each courfi'y. Following tiris, I will

preserf the standardized scoressi and will make an argument regarding which form of

class stratification seems most dominant withìn farnily polic¡, in each country. In this

way, a typology of tlie class stratihcation implications of farnily policies will be

developed. I will then parallel the class stratification typology developed here with

Korpi's (2000) gender stratihcation typoiogy to create a gendel and class stratifìcation

typology for family policy. Finally, I will discuss the implications of this fanrily policy

gender/class sttatifìcation tSpology for the welfare state regimes discourse and for the

compatison of national fanily policies.

National Famih' Policies Across the Indicators

Tables 5 and 6 give the raw scores for each country on each indicator (for a

detailed summary of sources as well as descriptions of how each score was derived, see

Appendix A). Because each indicator is scored on a vastly different scale (for example,

the nur.nber of occupationally distinct maternity leave schen-res can be as high as 10, while

anJthing measured as a percent o1'GDP cannot tre higl'rer than 1.00), these scores will be

converted into standard z sco.es.8'

sr That is, the results ou each indicator for each country traÍìsformed irto standard z scores and then added
together to derive rankings ol1 eacl] type of stratification, as outlined iD the nethod sectiol'r.
s2 Details of how each indicator is conceptualized, as well as the nethod for and necessJty ofstandadizing
tl'ìe final scoÌes, was givel ìn Chapter V.
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Table 5
Rarv Scores for lndicators of Conservative CIass Stratification

in Family Policy for 12 Countries

Table 6
Rarv Scores for Indicators of Social Democratic and Liberal

Class Stratification In Family Policy for 12 Countries

" - This is neasured as the difference between tl'ìe aftel-tax income ofthe averagc ploduction urorker tllat is
singie and the avelage production worker that has a spouse and hvo cllildlen, as a ploportion ofpre-tax
income (see previous chapter).
r'- The lergth ol maternity and parental Ieaves corîbjned (in weel<s) nultiplied by wage leplacenent rate.
' - The average between the propor tion of childlen aged 0-2 and the propoftior of chìldren aged 3-school
age that are in public daycare,

Côûnl

Occupationally
Distinct

Maternity
l,eave Schcmes

Family Expenditure Directed
Exclusively To Gov't

Fm ñl^r,ôô. /a. o/^ ñflìTìÞ\

Special Mâternity
Scheme for Government

F mnlnveec "

France t0 0.29 Yes
Gerrnany 5 0.3 6 Yes
Austriâ 4 00 Yes

13eÌgiunr J 0.31 No
Norwav 4 00 l\o

Denmark 00 No
Sweden 00 No
Finland .00 No
Carada 2 .00 No

I Inited States 2 .00 No
United I(ingdor]1 .00 No

Australia .00 No

Coùntrv

Bxpeìditure
on Family
Benelits

Expenditure
on Family
Services

Use of Tâx
Deductiors

for Families "

Lcâvcs
Waiting
Days for

Flance 2.23 0.37 6.7 16.00 0 5

Gerrnanl 0.7 8 0.7 8 1.7 14.00 0 3 5.0
Austlia 1.90 4.49 5g I 6.00 0 23 .0

BelgiLrnr 219 0.1 I i.0 I 1.55 0 5 8.5
Norrvav 226 I.48 4.2 38.00 0 30.0
Dennark L.19 2.10 6.9 2 8.00 0 67.5
Sweden 2.13 L7Z 0 47 .20 0 s 5.0
Finland 2.8 0 I .41 0 3 6.40 0 3 5.0
Canada 0.80 0.08 10.6 16.5 ¡0 9,0
United
Stâtes

0.:t 3 0.31 1 0.8 .00 10 9.5

United
Kìngdom

0.48 t_i 0 19.0

Austlalia 2.31 0.21 2 00 l0 5.0
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A TvpqlpgyplÇþps Sltalitqation iÌr Famil), Policv

If we convert the above figures for each indicator for each country to standard z

scores, we can get an indication of each country's ¡elative position on each measule.

Moreover. we can totai the values across tbe indicatols to derive final scores for each

country fol the tluee types of stratification. Table 7 gives each country's welfare state

type, as designated by Esping-Andersen (1990), as well as the standard scores achievecl

oÍì each indicator of conservative class stratification. Finally, the countries are ranked by

total Conservative (corporatist) class stratifìcation. Without question, France appears to

have the strongest levels of Conservative class stratification evident in family policies. It

scores well above the llìean on eacl.r indicator and totals 5.78 standard deviations above

the means of the three indicators (thus averaging alnost 2 standard deviations above the

mean f-or each indicator). Gernrany is close behind, totaling 4.37 standard deviations

above the means. Austria and Belgium are the only two oth.er countries that are, overall,

above the means for tl.re indicators. It is interesting that the four clear leaders in tenns of

Conservative class stratihcation in family policy are those that wete classified by Esping-

AnderseÍì (1990) as Conservative.
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Table 7

Conservative Class Stratification
in Family Folicies (Standard z Scores)

Nen-e of
countrl,

ldeltare
Siate
Type

Family Maternity
Ì\iumbe¡ of Exp lo Scheme Corporatist
Mate.r.nity Gov't f or Go\.' t class

Schenes Enp.I oye e s EmpLoyees st!.atification

France Cons
Germany Cons
Austria Cons
BeÌgium Cons
Norway S. D.
Canada Lab
u-nat ed Si,ates l,1b
S rneden S, D.
! ír-Land S, D.
Denma r. k S. D.
ùnited Kingdom Lib
Ausl,rafia Lib

2. 68
.19
.4L
.03
.41

-.35
-.35

_.73

-.73
- .'13

7.44
r.92
-.55
1.58

-.55
-.55

.55
-.55

-.55

1.66
1.66
7.66

-.55

-. 55
-.55
-.55
-.55
-.55

5.lB
a .3-1
1.52
1.06
-.69

-1.45
-1.45
-1. B3

-1. 83
-1.83

Turning to the indicators of Liberal/Social Democratic class stlatihcatiorl, we calr

see again failly strong Íeflections of the classifications identified by Esping-Andersen

(Table 8, next page). Here, six corrntries are, overall, above the means of the indicators

while six are below. Sweden, Demark, Finland, and Norway, which are all classilled as

Social Democratic by Esping-Andersen, have the greatest overall indication of Social

Democratic class stratihcation in family policies. France is not too far behind, after

which there is a considelable drop. As hypothesized, countries classified as conservative

by Esping-Andersen. ancl which also appear at the top with legard to conservative class

stratification in family policy, tend to locate near the middle of the Liberal/Social
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Nane of
count r !

-lØ

Sr.i e de n
Finland
Denmark
No rvra y
France
Belgium
Aì1stria
United Kingdom
Germany
Àus t raÌ ia
Canada
United States

Table 8

Social Democratic and Liberal Class Stratifïcation
in Family Policies (Standard z Scores):

High = S.D. Lorv = Liberal

lielfare Family FariìiÌy
State Benefit Services Famaly Tax Mat/par
Type Exp Exp Deductions Lea\¡es

s.D"
S.D.
s-D.
s-ll-
Cons
Cons
Cons
Lib
Cons
Llb
Lib
Llb

.41
1.36

.01

.64

.60

.16

.72
-1.34

.11
-7 .32
-1.95

1..33
. BB

1. BB

.98
-. 61
-. 96
-.44
-.46
- .42
-.84

- 1.03
-.lo

1..10
1.10
-.03

.41

.00
-.70

.13

.92
-2.31

.14
-.64
-.61

1. 85
t.r4

.5B
r.24
- .22
-.51
-.22
-.19
-.35

-7.28

-7 .28

Waj tjng
Period

Social
Denoc::atic

Pubiic cLass
Daycare s trai i fj. cat i on

.55

.55

.55

.55

.55

.55

.55

.55

.55
-1. 66
-1 .66
-1. 66

.98

.06

.55

.71

.I4

. r4

.49

.68

.06

.32

.14

.72

6.28
5.09
4.54
3.65
1.46
.al

-.31
-.34

-3.41
-3.65
-5 . 9'l
-7.38



Democratic polarity. This is true in terms of tankirg as well as overall proximity to the

nlean scores across the indicators.s3 Finally. the United States and Canada clearly l.rave

the greatest indication of Liberal class stratification in family policy. Next is Australia,

which, like Canada and the U.S., is classified as Liberal by Esping-Andersen (1990).

Deterntining Clctss ificalions for Nati ctnal Fam ily P olicies

While no country is ever a perfect fit for- any particular type of stratihcation in

welfare state regime typologies, the goal in creating an heutistic tool l'or organizing and

understandir,g different national approaches to social welfare is to iderfify the most

apparent type of stratification in each country's policies. The goal here is, therefore, to

identify the most dominant type of class stratilìcation appafent in the fanily policies of

each country. For Sweden, Finland, and Dennark, the case is quite clear. These

countries are the cleal leaders at the Social Democratic end of the Socia]

Democratic/Liberal polarity (Table 8). Furthermore, these countlies are among those

coLlntries having the lowest anlounts of Conservative class stratification in larnily policies

(Tabie 7). The dominant t¡pe of class stratification in the lamily policies of these

countries is thus Social Democratic. Norway ranks only marginally behind these

courfries in terms of apparent Social Democratic stratification, and it is only after'

Norway that there is a more colxiderable drop. Interestìngly, Norway ranks closest to the

foul clear leadels when it comes to Conservative class stratification. Indeed, outside of

those lòur, Norway is the only country that scores above the rnean on an indicator of

Conservative stratification. Overall, however, Norway tends to be trelow tire mean on

¡3 That is, of the four courlf jes that total closest to the rnean (Belgium, a total of .07 s.d.away fr-om the
trreans; Austria,.31s.d.; United Kingdom,.34; and France, 1.46 s.d.), tluee are Conservative, The nexl
(fifth) closest to the mean (Gelmauy) is also Coltseruative,
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indicators of Conservative stratification (a total of 0.69 standard deviations below the

means of these indicators) and this, coupled with its relatively high ranking for Social

Democratic stratification, suggests tl.rat its most apparent type of class stlatihcation in

lamily polic¡ ìs Social Democratic.

At the other end of the Social Democratic/Liberal polarity, that is, for Liberal

stratifrcation, the Urited States is clearÌy a leader. The U.S. is well towards the Liberal

end of the polarity on each indicator, and in total is 7.38 standard deviations away from

the means of these ir.rdicators, towards the Liber-al end. At the same time. the U.S. shows

little in the way of Conservative class stratification in farnily policy (Table 7). and can

therefore be confidently classìfied as overwhelmingly Liberal in its approach to the

welfare of families. Canada is in a similar position, with rnuch evidence of Liberal

stlatification in family policy. Similarly, Canada shows little evidence of Conservative

stratification, and so Liberal stratification is the most apparent in Canada's family

policies. Though its evidence ofLiberal class stratification is slightly less than that ofthe

U.S. and Canada, Australia is still clearly at the Liberal end of the polarity. Moreover,

there is lelatively no evidence of Conservative stratihcation in Australia's family

policies. The United States, Car.rada, and Australía, then, can be classihed as

predominar.rtly Liberal ìn theil approach to the welfare of families.

Looking again at 1'able 7. it can be seen tl,at France and Gemrany have by far the

most evidence of Conservative stratifrcation in fämily polices. In the case of France,

the¡e is also some evidence of Social Democratic stlatification (Table 8). However,

France's total score for Social Democratic stratification is still a good distance behind

that of Norway, and Conservative strátifrcation can therefore be seen as the most apparent
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in France's family policy. Germany, on the other hand, shows some evidence of Liberal

stratihcation in its family policies (Table 8). However, across the six indicators ofSocial

De¡rocratic/Liberal stratification, Germany's total score of 3.47 (on the Liberal side)

indicates an average of only 0.58 standard deviations from 1he mean score for each

irdicator. Across the three indicators of Colservative stratification, by coúrast.

Gemrany's total score of 4.37 indicates that Germany is an average of 1.4ó standard

deviations above the mean score for each indicator of Conservative stratification.

Though there are soÍìle characteristics of Liberal stratification, then, it appears that the

rnost dominant type of class stratification in Germany's family policies is Conservative.

The only other two count¡ies that are, on average, above the mean for indicators

of Conservative stratification are Austria and Belgium (Table 7). Being ranked lhird and

fourth, respectively, these countries show fairly strong evidence of Conservative

stlatihcation in farnily policy. Further, there is a considerable drop to fifth-ranked

Norway (1.75 cumulative standard units). Moreover, there is, in a sense, a lack of an

alternative classif,rcation. Both countries ranl< near the rniddle of the Social

Democratic/Libelal polarity, and their cumulative standard scoles are not far from the

rlean (centre). With no strong evidence of decisively Liberal or Social Democratic

stratification, and with lailly strong relative evidence of Conservative stratification,

Anstria and Belgium can be ciassified as predominantly Conservalive within f'amily

policy.

Finally, the United Kingdom seems to be the rnost difficult case when it comes to

identilying a dominant stratihcation tJpe. For Consewative stratiltcation (Table 7), tlte

U.K. is tied for the lowest possible score. The question, therefore, is whether the U.l(.
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should be classified as predominantly Liberal or Social Democratic (Table 8). Overall,

the U.I(. is 0.34 cumulative standard units from the mean scores for indicators of Social

Democratic/Liberal stratifìcation. This is on the Liberal side of the spectrum, but it is

relatively distant lrom the scores characterizing either end of the polariry.84

Two things are rnost noteworthy here. First, the U.K.'s totai standard score is on

the Libelal side of the polarity; that ii. the U.K. carr bc seen as being below the mean for

irdicators of Social Democratic stratificatiol, and just above the mean for Liberal ones.

In tenls of ranking, 1he U.I(. raÌrks eighth for characteristics of Social Democratic

stratification and conversely, fifth for characteristics of Liberal stratification.

Second. it is cluciai to note that the stroÍrgest indications of Social Democratic

stratification in the U.l(.'s family policies occur within two ildicators. The U.K. ranks

between seventh and tenth on the othel four indicators. There is evidence of Social

Democratic stlatihcation in that there is no waiting period to receive palrrrerrt while on

maternity Ìeave. Ilowever, it should be lcept in mind that the matelnity (and parerfal)

leave to which this applies in the U.K. ranks tenth among these countries, ahead of oniy

the U.S. and Australia, both of which have no wage replacement for these leaves at all.

In other words, the lack of a waiting period for receiving maternity leave wage

replacement is an indicatìon of Social Democratic class stratification, but when the leave

ís relatively shorl and the wage replacement rate is relatively low, the Social Der¡ocratic

ìmpact of not having to wait is lessened. The othel main indication of Social Democralic

class stlatífication in tl.re U.K.'s family policies is tl.rat there is relatively little use of tax

s1 It is interestirg that tlre U.l(. is the only counby in this study tl'ìat was not clearly identified by Esping-
Andersen's (1990) rrethod as being strongly ofany particular tyìre ofstratification in labour market
policies. With regard to both Iabour market policies and fa[rily policies, then, the U.I(. has been more
difficult to categorize as distinctiy Conservative, Liberal, or Social Democratjc tllan the other countries
analyzed in this thesis.
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deductions for families. Although greater use of tax deductions is a characteristic of

Liberal stratificatíon, it is interesting that in the U.I{.. a iack oftax deductions for fàmilies

does not seem to ildicate a preference for more redistributive fornrs of farlily supporl

like benefits and services, as is the case fol Sweden and Finland. In other words, while

the U.K. does not tend to use tax deductions to suppod families, it also ranks relatively

low (eighth and seventh, respectively * see Table 8) for expenditures on benefits and

services for families. Thus, in the case of thc U.K., a lack of tax cleductions and

allowances for families seerns 10 indicate a more Liberal theme - an overall lack of

spendirrg on families.

Nonetheless, on the indicators of class stratification in farnily policies developed

here, the U.K. does not appear to be as strongly Liberal in its approach lo the wellàre of

famiiies as other countries; at the sarne time, however, there is no suggestion that

Conservative or Social Democratic stratifìcation outweigh Liberal characteristics. I will

therefore classìfy the United Kingdom as having weak evidence of Liberal stratification

in its family policies.

Although future research should include other countries, it appears here that there

is strong overall congruence with class stratification classifications given by Esping-

Andersen (1990) based on labour market policies (see Table 9).
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Table 9

Typology of Class Stratification in Family Policy

Social Democratic Conservative Liberal

Sweden France United States
Finland Gennany Canada
Denmarh Austria Australia
Norway Belgium United Kingdom (weak)

A TrÞolosv of Class and Gender Stratification in Familv Policv

In order to account for how family policy in each country impacts upon the

stratification of gender as well as class, the gender stratification portion of Walter.Kor.pi's

(2000) welfare state t1pology, which is based on family policy, should be laid alongside

the class stratihcation typology developed here.85

Table 10

Class and Gender Stratification in Family Policy

Class Stratilication Type Gender Stratification Type
Sweden Social Democratic Dual Earner Support
Finland Social Dernoclatic Dual Earner Support
Denrlark Social Democratic Dual Earner Support
Norway Social Democratic Dual Ealner Support

Genlany Conservative General Family Suppofi
France Conservative General Family Support
Austria Conselvative General Family Support
Belgium Conservative General Fan-rily Support

Canada Liberal Market Oriented Support
United States Liberal Market Oriented Supporl
United Kingdom Liberal (weak) Market Oriented Support
Australia Liberal Market Olierfed Support

8j l{orpi's typology has been discussed earlier, in chapters lV and V
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The Intplications of Fantily Policy./òr Clctss and Gender Sfrctlirtcdion Iìïithin lhe Iltelfare
S/ate Regintes Conlext

Looking at Table 10, it is quite clear that particular tlpes ofclass stratification are

related to specific types of gender stratification. lndeed, countries with Social

Denrocratic class stratification in their family policies exhibit a dual-earner sup¡:tort

rnodel for stratifying gender. ln the same way, in courrtries where Conservative and

Liberal class stratification are the uost apparent in family policies, general fantily

support and markel orienled supporl models, respectively, are most evident for gender

stratihcation. Moreover, among the countries in this analysis specifìc gender/class

stlatifìcation family policy models are characteristic of the different welfare state regime

rypes as identified by Espìng-Andersen ( 1990).

Theoretically, it could be predicted that Social Democratic class stratilìcation may

go hand-in-hand with the Dual-Earner Support gender stratihcation model. For example,

lengthy matemity, paternity, and parental leaves with high levels of wage replacement

can be seen as indicating an effort towards incleased female labourforce parlicipation.

Indeed, for Korpi (2000), paid maternity and paternity leaves are indicators of Dual-

Earner support with regard to gender stratification (15). It is crucial, however, that sucl.r

leaves encourage fernale labourforce participation by, il a sense, decornmodifring female

laboul. That is, women are encouraged to enter the labourforce by the plomise that they

rvill be clecommodified enough that they can maintain a manageable standard of living

independerfly of pure rnarket forces if tlre;, become new parents and therefore cannot

work for a time. Dual Earner Support is plovided by deconmodifying women's labour.

Therefore, lengthy leaves with higher wage replacenent rates are indicative of Social

Democratic class stratification as well. The same could be said about the availability of
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public daycare; the greater the public responsibility for child caretaking, the more suppoÍ

there is for duai-earner families. At the same time a great public responsibility for

daycare embodies universal access and public support, both central tenets of Social

Democratic class stratihcation. Thus, there is both a theoretical ald (fi'om this) a

methodological reason to predict that the Dual-Earner support type of gender

stratification rvill tend to occur alongside Social Democratic class stratihcation in family

policy.

In the same way, the Market Oriented gender stratification model should

theoretically tend to occur with Liberal class stratihcation. Indeed, Market Orierfed

Support occurs theoretically in countries where evidence of botir Dual Earner and

General Family Support is the lowest. For l{oryi 12000), then, this would occur in

couftries that are most limited in terms of public da¡'s..., leaves and wage replacemerf.

cash child allowances, and iax benefits that reward a "stay-at-home" spouse. With the

exception oftax deductions, which are theoretically a Liberal characteristic with regard to

class stfatification, having relatively low support in each of these areas is indicative of

Liberal class stratification as well as Market Oriented gendel stratification. These

theoretical connections highlight the need to understand how family policies impact upon

gendel as well as class stratiflcation.

A key finding in this analysis is thaî countries iderÍified by Korpi (2000) as

adheling to the General Family Support type of gender stratification turned out to be the

clear leaders in telms of Conservative class stratification in family policy. This suggests

that Conservative class stratification, characterized by the maintenance of occupational
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distinctions, may go hand-il-hand with hey aspects of ger.rder stlalifìcation, ir.rsofar as

gcrrdcr is related ro ''1ämìlial occupation".8ó

There is also an apparent continuity between the most evident type of class

stratification in labour urarket policies on the one hand and farnily policies on the other.

Although it should be remembered that this thesis uses only the strongest representatives

ofeach of Esping-Andersen's (1990) welfare state regines, it is signifìcant that the match

is virtually identical. Moreover, the apparent relation between class and gender

stratifìcation types in farnily policy suggests that each welfare state regime tends to

exhibit a particular model for both class and gerrder stratification in family policy.

Indeed, countries classified as Conserwative regarding the class stratification implications

of sickness, unemployment and pension policies (Esping-Andersen, 1990) can also lre

classified as Conservative regarding the class stlatification ìn famiÌy policies, ancl the

impact of these policies on gender stratihcation can be classified as General Family

Support (Korpi, 2000). hr Social Democratic wellare states, this form of class

stratification is likewise evident in family policies as well as labour market policies, and

the tlpe of gender stratification most evident is Dual Earner Support. Finally, Liberal

welfale states are characte¡ized by Liberal class stratification in labour market and family

policies, and by Market Oriented implications for gender stratification.

Thus, the typology of gender and class stratiÍication in family policy developed in

this thesis highlights the crucial connections between differerrt axes of stratification

outcornes that occur across welfare state regimes. Moreover, this iypology takes a step

toward a more complete gencler/class stratification welfale state model by consideriug tl.re

86 That is, work distirctions witlìin the family are suppofied by this family policy model, as are work
(occupâtional) distinctions outside tlìe holne.
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inpact of family policy on class stlatification, and by doing so alongside tlie inplications

these policies have been demonstrated to have on gender stratihcation.

lnrytlicnr ions .[or Comltaring National Fantily Poli,'y

Insofar as thc family policy gendel/class stratification typology developed here

lays the grour.rdwork for a welfale state typology that has a farnily policy component, it

can be useful to comparative family policy analysts in working towards a better

understanding of the political and historical factors underlying the divergent development

of national family policies. The compatibility between class stratification characteristics

ol labour market policies on the one hand and family policies on the other within each

country suggests that family policy can, and should, be analyzed in conjunction with the

aualyses of other areas of the welfare state. Indeed, types of stratification within national

family policies do not seem to cluster in radically different ways than in labour market

policies (as is argued by Baker. 1995), and welfare state regimes can now begin to

address national approaches to the welfare of families (an ilability noted by Gauthier,

1996). Tlie results of this analysis indicate two main ways in wl,ich the comparison of

national lamily policies can benefit from seeing family policy as one part of the larger

rvelfae state in each country.

Filst. ttre political and iristorical factors that underlie the development of each

welfàre state reginre can cor.ne to be seen as underlying the development of farnily policy.

For example, a strong history of politicaily dominant Catholicism is related to

Conservative class stratification in sickness, unemployment and pension policies (Esping-

Andersen, 1990). Since it appeals in this analysis that the same counûies classified as
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Conservative by Esping-Andersen tend to have clear evidence of Conservative class

stratification in family policy, the potential comrections between dominant Catholicism

and l'arnily policy structures becomes crucial lor investigation. Another exampie is that

strong labour mobilization and unionization historically underlie Social Democratic class

stratification in labour market policies (Esping-Andersen, 1990). The connections

l'retween strong labour movements and family policy structure therefore also become the

necessary larget for analysis when analyzing differences in national family policies.

Second, the family policy gender/class stratifrcation typology developed in this

thesis can serve as a heuristic guide tirat informs the assessment of dilferences between

family policies across different countries. The regirne delineatior.rs can help to shape the

ways in which differences in national family policy are seerl. Indeed, differences

between the family policies of two Liberal welfare states have different relative nreanings

than do similar differences between national family policies existing in different regirnes.

Moreover, analysts cal choose to compare national family policies within one specific

regime. Conversely, tl.rey can choose to cornpare làmily policies across representative

countries of each regime type. Differences and similarities discovered in the policies

could then be assessed depending on the welfare state types whereiu the policies exist.

The results of tl.ris analysis suggest that the comparative analysis of family policies

shouid be done within the welfare state regiÍnes context.

Conclusion

This thesis has attempted to respond to several key theoretical issues. First, i have

attempted to respond to the fact that welfare state regirnes discourse has largely neglected

the class stratifrcation implications of fanily policy. Indeed, welfare state regines
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modeis have not included family policies in their process of regime delineation. Further,

where feminist work has attempted to sensitize welfare state regimes discourse to the

impacts of social policy on gender stratihcation, family policies have been "brought in",

but overwhehningly lor their impact on gender stratification. The fanrily policy

gender/class stratihcation typology developed here lays the groundwork lor a step toward

a more complete gender/class stratification welfare state typology. Building upon

I(orpi's (2000) operationalization of family policy, which focused on implications for

gendel stratihcation, I have alalyzed the class stratification implications ofthese policies.

'Ihis will be helpful to welfare state theorists who seek to eventually include both class

and gender stratification irnport for every welfare state policy area.

Secondl¡', I have attempted to address the theoretical gap tl.rat has existed between

the analyses of q'eltàle state regimes on the one hand and the cross-national comparisons

of family policy on the other. Wlile the weÌlare state regimes discourse has not included

analyses of the forrns and structures of family policies with regard to class stratìfication

implications, comparative analysts of family poìicy have not viewed wellale state legime

characteristics as underiyilrg differences in national farnily policies. Tl-ris theoretical gap

has largely been seif-reproducing: that is, comparative analyses of family policies have

not used the l.reuristic poteffial of welfare state reginr.es precisely because the regimes

have not had an explicit fàmily policy component. The family policy t)'pology developed

in this thesis analyzes family policy forms and structures in the method of the welfare

state regimes discourse, ancl so attempts to worl( towards the development of a family

policy component for welfare state regimes typologies. This will facilitate the

contextualization of comparative family policy analysis within the welfare state regimes
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discourse, allowing for family policies to become seen as developing jn context with

other areas of the welfarc state. And indeed, the congruence between national clusters

with regard to class stratification in labour malket policies on the one hand and family

policies on the other indicates that family policies are not somehow fundamentally

exempt fì'om their positiol as part of the welfare state.

Thirdly, I have, on a more finite level, attempted to bridge the gap between

welfare state regimes theory and more qualitative national comparisons. The

overwhelming exclusion of services fi'om the analysis of social policy across wellare

states, apart from beir.rg a theoretical omission of gleat importance, has served to

theoretically diminish the usefulness of welfale state regimes tlpologìes for heuristically

guiding more detailed, qr-ralitative comparisons ofnational policies. I have illustrated that

omitting services fron analysis can introduce systematic bias with regard to welfare state

legime fypes. Moreover, since more qualitative analyses of national family policies do,

in general, analyze family services, a heuristic guideline that neglects services can only

l¡e less confidently referred to in such work. Although considering family selvices within

the traditional welfare state regimes method is at this point a difficult task due to the

diff,rculties associaterl. with "quantifying" the ptovision ofpadiculal selvices, 87 this thesis

has included family services within the process of identiÍling tlpes of class stratification

ir fal-rily policy. This contributes to the welfare state regimes discourse, as soeial

services in all areas of the welfare state should eventually be more deeply considered for

theìr impacts on class and gcnder stratification. As weli, this helps to further close the

gap between the regime typologies and the typically more qualitalive comparative

87 Indeed, social services are largely understudied from a quantitative perspective, ancl, othel than with
legard to expenditure on services, creativiry is requiÌed ìn measuring a service as opposed to a level of
belefìts, which is aheady in numeric form.
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analysis of family policy; the inclusion of services in the process of regime delineation

contlibutes to the meaningñrlness of the emelging regime clusters for analysts that

conpare family services as welì as social beneht policies for families.



Appendix A:
Sources of Information on Each Indicator for Each Countrv

Sy,eden

Number of Occupationally Distinct Maternify Leave Schemes: One general
scheme only (Social Security Administration, 1999).

Family Expenditures Directed Exclusively to Government Employees (%o

GDP): 0 (OECD, 1998).

Whether there is a special Maternity Leave Scheme for Govcrnment
Employees: No (Social Security Administration, 1999).

Expenditures on X'amily Benefits (%GDP): 2.13 (OECD, 1998).

Expenditures on Family Services (%cDP): 1.72 (OECD, 1998).

Family Tax Deductions (The difl'erence between thc after-tax pay of the
average production tvorkers who are singlc and that of those .who håve â
spouse and trv o childrcn, given as a percent of gross pay): 0 (No difference)
(OECD.200i)

Matcrnity and Parental Leaves (Total Length in Wccks Multiplied by Wage
Replacement Rate): Total length is 59 weeks, wage replacerlent rate is 807o
(Social Security Administration, 1999). Thus, 59 x 0.8: 47.2.

Number of Waiting Days for Maternity Leave Pay: 0 (no waiting period)
(Social Security Administration, 1999).

Proportion of Pre-School-Agcd Children in Publicly'Funded Daycare
(averaged behveen children under 3 and children 3 to school age): 55Yo
(Gauthier, i996: 181).

I)enntark

Number of Occupationally Distinct Mât€rnify l-eave Schemes: One general
schene only (Social Secudty Administration, 1999).

Family Expcnditures Directed Exclusively to Government Employees (7o
GDP): 0 (OECD, 1998).

Whcthcr thcrc is a spccial Maternity Leave Scheme lbr Government
Employees: No (Social Security Administration, 1999).

Expenditures on Family Benefits (%GDP): 1.79 (OECD, 1998).
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Expenditures on Family SerVices (%GDP):2.10 (OECD, 1998).

Family Tax Deductions (The difference between the after-tax pay of the
average production workers who are single and that of those who have a
spouse and two children, given as a percent of gross p^y)t 6.9% (OECD,
2001).

Maternity and Parental Leaves (Total Length in Weeks Multiplied by Wage
Replacement Rate): Total length is 28 weeks, wage replacement rate is 100%
(Social Security Administration, 1999). Thus, 28 x 1.0 : 28.

Number of Waiting Days ftrr Maternity Leave Pay: 0 (no waiting period)
(Social Security Administration, 1999).

Proportion of Pre-School-Aged Children in Publicly-Funded Daycare
(averaged behvccn children under 3 and children 3 to school age): 67.5%o
(Gauthier, 1996: 181).

Finlancl

Number of Occupationally Distinct Maternity Leave Schemcs: One genelal
scheÍne only (Social Security Administlation, i 999).

Family Expcnditures Directed Exclusively to Government Employees (7o
GDP): 0 (OECD, 1998).

Whether there is a special Maternity Leave Scheme for Government
Ernployccs: No (Social Security Adninistration, 1999).

Expenditures on Family Benefits (%GDP): 2.80 (OECD, 1998).

Expenditures on Family Services (%GDP): 1.41 (OECD, 1998).

Family Tax Deductions (The difference between the after-tax pay of the
average production rvorkers who are single and that of those who have a
spouse and trvo children, given as a perccnt of gross pay): 0 (No difference)
(OECD,2001).

Matcrnity and Parental l-eaves (Total Length in Weeks Multiplied by Wage
Replacement Rate): Total length is 52 weeks, wage replacerìlent rafe is 70%o

(Social Security Administration, 1999). Thus, 52 x 0.7 :36.4.

Number of Waiting Days for Maternity Leave I'ay: 0 Qro waiting period)
(Social Security Administration, 1999).
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Froportion of Pre-School-Aged Children in Publicly-Funded Daycare
(averagcd betrveen children under 3 and children 3 to school age): 35%
lGauthier. lqq6: I 81).

Nonttcty

Numbcr of Occupationally Distinct Maternity Leave Schcmes: 4 (Social
Security Adn-rinistration, 1 999).

Family Expenditures Directed Exclusively to Government Employees (7o
GDF): 0 (OECD, 1998).

Whether there is a spccial Maternity Leave Scheme for Government
Employees: No (Social Security Adrninistration, 1999).

Expenditures on Family Benefits (%GDP): 2.26 (OECD, 1998).

Expenditurcs on F amily Services (%GDP): 1 .48 (OECD, 1998).

Family Tax l)cductions (The difference between thc after-tax pay of the
average production workers who are single and that of those who have a
spouse and hvo children, given as a percent of gross pay): 4.2% (Itro
diffèrence) (OECD, 2001).

Maternity ¿rnd P:rrental Leaves (Total Length in Weeks Multiplied by Wage
Replacement Ratc): Total length is 38 weeks, wage replacement rate is 100o%
(Social Security Administration, 1999). Thus,38 x 1.0-38.

Number of Waiting Days for Maternity Leave Pay: 0 (no waiting period)
(Social Security Administration, 1999).

Proportion of Pre-School-Aged Children in Publicly-Funded Daycare
(averagcd betrveen children under 3 and children 3 to school age): 30Yo
(Gauthier, 1996: 181).

Belgiunt

Number of Occupationally Distinct Maternify Leave Schemcs: 3 (Social
Security Administration, 1 999).

Family Expenditures Directed Exclusively to Government Employees (ul'
GDP): 0.-r1 in 1994 (OECD, 1998).

Whether there is â special Maternify Leave Scheme for Government
Employees: No (Social Security Administration, 1999).
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Expenditures on Family Benefits (%GDP):2.19 (OECD, 1998).

Expenditures on Family Serviccs (%GDP): 0.13 (OECD, 1998).

Family Tax Deductions (The difference between the after-tax pay of the
average production workers who are single and that of thosc who have a
spouse and trvo children, given as a percent of gross pay): 11Yo (OECD, 2001).

Maternity and Parental Leaves (Total Length in Weeks Multiplied by Wage
Replacement Rate): Total length is 15 weeks, wage replacemenf rafe is TJYo
(Social Security Administr-ation, 1999). Thus, 15 x0.77 - 11.6.

Number of Waiting Days for Maternity Leave Pay: 0 (no waiting period)
(Social Security Administration, 1999).

Proportion of Pre-School-Aged Children in Publicly-Funded Daycare
(averaged betwcen children under 3 and children 3 to school age): 58.5%
(Gauthier, 1996:181).

Ft'ance

Numbcr of Occupationally Distinct Maternity
Security Administration, 1 999).

Family Expenditures Directed Exclusivcly to
GDP): 0.29 in 1995 (OECD, 1998).

Leave Schemes: 10 (Social

Government Employees (7o

Whether there is a special Maternity Leave Scheme for Government
Employees: Yes (Social Security Administration, 1999).

Expenditurcs on Family Benelits (%GDP): 2.23 (OECD, 1998).

Expenditures on Family Services (%GDP): 0.37 (OECD. 1998).

Family Tax Deductions (The difference betwcen thc after-tax pay of the
âverâge production worhers rvho âre single and that of fhose who haye a
spousc and hvo children, given as ¿ì percent of gross pty): 6.7% (OECD,
2001).

Maternity and Parcntal Leaves (Total Length in Weeks Multiplied by Wage
Replacement R.ate): Totai length is 16 weeks, wage leplaoement rate is 100%
(Social Security Administration, 1999). Thus. 16 x 1.0:16.

Numbcr of Waiting Days for Maternity Leave Pay: 0 (no waiting peliod)
(Social Security Administration, 1999).
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Proportion of Pre-School-Aged Children in Publicly-Funded Daycare
(averaged befiveen children under 3 and children 3 to school age): 58.5%

iGauthier. lc)9[: I 8l).

Germony

Number of Occupationally Distinct Maternity Leave Schemes: 5 (Social
Security Aciministration, I 999).

Family Expenditures Directed Exclusively to Government Employees (7o
GDP): 0.36 in 1995 (OECD, 1998).

Whether there is a special Maternity Leave Scheme for Government
Employees: Yes (Social Security Adn-rinistration, 1999).

Expenditures on Family Benefits (%cDP): 0.78 (OECD, 1998).

Expenditures on Family Services (%GDP): 0.78 (OECD, 1998).

Family Tax Deductions (The difference befween the after-tax pay of the
averâge production workers tvho are single and that of those rvho have a
spouse and two children, given as a percent of gross pay):2I2% (OECD,
2001).

Maternify and Parental Leaves (Total Length in Weeks Multiplied by Wage
Rcplacement Rate): Total length is 14 weeks, wage replacement rate is 100%
(Social Security Adrninistration, 1999). Thus, 14 x 1.0 : 14.

Number of Waiting Days for Maternity Leave Pay: 0 (no waiting period)
(Social Seculity Administration, 1999).

Proportion of Pre-School-Agcd Childrcn in Publicly-Funded Daycare
(averaged between children under 3 and children 3 to school age)z 35ok
(Gauthier, 1996: 181).

Canada

Number of Occupationally Distinct Maternity Leavc Schemes: 2 (Social
Seculity Administration, 1 999).

F amily Expenditures Directed Exclusively to Government Employees (7o
GDF): 0 (OECD, 1998).

Whether there is a special Maternify Leave Scheme f,or Government
Employees: No (Social Security Administration, 1999).
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Expenditurcs on Family Benefirs (%GDP): 0.80 (OECD, 1998).

Expenditures on Family Scrwices (%GDP): 0.08 (OECD, 1998).

Family Tax Deductions (The difference between the after-tax pay of thc
average production workers who are single and that of those who have a
spouse and trvo children, given as a percent of gross pay): 10.6% (OECD,
2001).

Maternify and Parental Leaves (Total Length in \&'eeks Multiplied by Wage
Replaccment Rate): Total length is 30 weeks, wage replacement rate is 55%
(Social Security Administration, i999). Thus, 30 x 0.55 : 16.5-

Number of Waiting Days for Maternity Leave Pay: l0 (Social Security
Administration, 1999).

Proportion of Pre-School-Aged Children in Publicly-Funded Daycare
(averaged between children under 3 and children 3 to school age): 9o/o

(Gauthier, 1996: 181).88

ALtsît"iã

Number of Occupationally Distinct Maternity Leave Schcmes: 4 (Social
Security Administration, 1999).

Family Expenditures Directed Exclusively to Governmenf Employees (7o
GDP): 0 (OECD, 1998).

\ hcther there is a special Maternity Leave Scheme t'or Government
Employees: Yes (Social Security Administration, 1999).

Expenditures on Family Bcnefits (%GDP): 1 c)0 (OECD, 1998).

Expenditures on Family Services (%GDP): 0.49 (OECD, 1998).

Family Tax Deductions (The difference befween the after-tax pay of the
avcragc production workers rvho are single and that of those lvho have a

spouse and tlvo children, given as a percent of gross pay): 5.9% (OECD,
2001).

3s In Canada's case, it shorìld be Doted that daycare is funded at tlle provincial leve1, and that Quebec has by
far the gleatest provision ofpublic cale. While this figule can be used to represent the plopoltion ofpre-
school-aged childlen ìr1 Canada tlÌat are in public daycae when the nation is the unit ofanalysis, it should
still be relnembered that the vast majority of these children are colceltrated in Quebec.
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Maternity and Parental Leaves (Total Length in Weeks Multiplied by Wage
Replaccment Ratc): Total length is 16 weeks, wage replacement rate is 100%
(Social SecurityAdministtation, 1999). Tlius, 1ó x 1.0 = 16.

Number of Waiting Days for Maternify Leave Pay: 0 (Social Security
Administration, 1 999).

Proportion of Pre-School-Aged Children in Publicly-Fundcd Daycare
(averagcd between children under 3 and children 3 to school age): 23Vo
(Österreichischen Statistisches ZenÍalanrf, 1989).8e It was specified thal 2o/o of
children aged 0-2 were in Krippen (public care). Of children aged 3 to school age,
60.6%o were in Kindergärten (daycare institutions), 73%a of which were in
publicly-funded l{indergär'ten. Tl'tus, 73%o of 60.6% eqtús 44%o. With 2% of
clrildren aged 0-2 in public care, and 44%o of cl'tlldren aged 3-school age in public
care, the averaged total for all children, as is calculated for every countly, is231o.

[ lnited State.t

Number of Occupationally Distinct Maternity Leave Schemes: 2 (Sociai
Security Administration. 1 999).

Family Expenditures Directed Exclusively to Government Employees (7o
GDP): 0 (OECD, 1998).

Whether there is a spccial Maternity Leave Scheme for Government
Employees: No (Social Security Administration, 1999).

Expenditures on Family Bcnefits (%GDP): 0.33 (OECD, 1998).

Expenditures on Family Serwices (%GDP): 0.31 (OECD, 1998).

Family Tax Deductions (The difference behveen the after-tax pay of the
âverâge production workers who are single and that of those who have a
spouse and hvo children, given as a percent of gross pay): 10.8% (OECD,
2001).

Maternity and Parental Leaves (Total Length in Weeks Multiplied by Wage
Replacement Rate): Total length is i 2 u'eei<s. no federal wage replacement
(Marks, 1997). Thus, 12 x 0:0.

Number of \ aiting Days for Maternity Leave Pay: Since the U.S. has no
federal wage replacement rate for maternity leave, the waiting period for pay is
technically infinite. For purposes of calculating meaninglul z scores! however, the
U.S. r.vill be assigned a value for this variable that is equal to the longest waiting

8e Thanks and apprecjatjon to Gregg M. Olsen aDd Walter Korpi for helping üre locate this data from
Austria,
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period in the group of countries, even though this actually undermines the actual
meaning of having an inhnite waiting period for maternity leave wage
replacement.

Proportion of Pre-School-Agcd Children in Publicly-Funded Daycarc
(averaged between children unrler 3 and children 3 to school age): The
proportion of pre-schooi-aged children rhat are in daycare centers is 8V" (age 0-2)
and 34V" (age 3-4) (Olmsted, 1989:381). The proportion of children in daycare
centers that ale in publicly-funded centets is 37.3%o (age 0-2) and 46.60/o (age 3-4)
(Kamerman ar.rd Kahn, 1981:109). Thus, the proportion of cl.rildren aged 0-2 that
are in publicly-funded daycare centers is 3% (37.3% of the 8% in centers). The
proportion of children aged 3-4 that ar-e in publicly-funded daycare is 16% (46.6%
of the 34o/o in centers). The values for the two age groups, 3%o and 16%o, avenge
to give 9.5%.

Unirtd Kingdont

Number of Occupationally Distinct Maternify Leave Schemes: One general
scheme only (Social Security Adrninistration, 1999).

F amily Expenditurcs Directed Exclusive ly to Government Employees (%o

GDP): 0 (OECD, 1998).

Whether there is a special Maternity Leave Scheme for Government
Employces: No (Social Security Administration, 1999).

Expenditures on Family Benefits (%GDP): 1.87(OECD, 1998).

Expenditures on Family Services (%GDP): 0.48 (OECD, 1998).

Family Tax Deductions (The difl'erence between the after-tax pay of the
average production workers who arc single and that of those who have a
spouse and two children, given as a percent of gross pay): 1.1%" (OECD,
2001).

Maternity and Parental Leaves (Total Length in Weeks Multiplied by Wage
Replacernent Rate): Total length is 18 u'eeks, wage replacement rate is 90Yo for
6 weeks. then the last 12 weeks are paid at a flat rate of 60 € per week (Social
Security Admilistration, 1999). It is necessary to corÌver1 tliis flat rate benefit,
which is given to anyone who is taking the leave frorn work and is therefore
intended as a wage replacement, ilnfo a rate of wage leplacenrent. The average
weekly wage of a female over the age of 18 employed full-time in the U.K. is 367
€ (Office for National Statistics, 2001). Tlie weekly payment of 60 € is equivalent
to 160/o of the average weekly wages of women in the U.K. Thus, I will
operationalize the \Àrage replacement rate to be 90%o for 6 weeks and 160/o for 12

weeks. This, avelaged out over the 18 weeks of leave, corrres to a wage
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replacenent rafe of 41Yo. Wliile the U.K.'s maternity leave schemeeo has been
tl.ris way for a while (see OECD, 1990:144), Gauthier used a similar trethod to
derive a generaì wage replacement rute of 45o/o for the U.K. (1996:174). For
purposes of measurement here, this works as (6 x 0.9) + (12 x 0 16) = 1 3Z

Number of Waiting Days for Maternity Leave Pay: 0 (Social Security
Administration, 1 999).

Froportion of Fre-School-Aged Children in Publicly-Funded Ðaycare
(averaged befween children under 3 and children 3 to school age): I9Yo
(Gauthier, 1996:i 81).

4us/ralia

Number of Occupationally Distinct Mate rnity Leave Schemes: One general
scheme only (Social Security Administration, 1999).

Family Expenditures Directed Exclusivcly to Government Employees (7o
GDP): 0 (OECD, 19e8).

Whether there is a special Maternify Leave Scheme for Governmenf
Employees: No (Social Securily Administration, 1999).

Expenditures on Family Benefits (%GDP): 2.31 (OECD, 1998).

Expenditures on Family Ser-vices (%GDP): 0.21 (OECD, 1998).

Family Tax Dcductions (The difference between the after-tax pay of the
averâge production workers who are single and that of those who havc a

spouse and hvo children, givcn âs â perccnt of gross pay): 2.2o/o (OECD,
2001).

Maternify and Parental Leaves (Total Length in Weeks Multiplied by Wage
Replacement Rate): Australia gives only a "naternity allowance" that is means-
tested, quite low, and is not conneoted to the idea of replacing lost wages (Social
Security Administration, 1999). Thus, there is no actual wage replacement or
defined rnaternity/parental leaves for tire general working wornen population. For
this reason, Australia has been classified as not having any wage replacement for
maternity or parental leaves (see OECD, 1990: 144). tr{ere, the score given will be
0, as is the case with the U.S., which also i.ras no federal wage replacement for
maternity or parental leaves.

Number of Waiting Days for Maternity Leave Pay: As is the case with the
U.S., rvhich also has no wage replacement fol leaves, Australia will be given a
score equal to that of the longest waiting period existing in thìs group ofcourfries,

"t' The U.K, has no parental leave to suppÌemert n]ateü]ity ieave
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even though this slightly underestimates the actual impact of an infinite wait for
wage replacement.

Proportion of Pre-School-Aged Children in Publicly-Funded Daycare
(averaged betrvecn children under 3 and children 3 to school age): 59/o

(Gauthier, 1996: 181). Australia only has data available for children aged 3 to
school age. Therefore, this value will be used to represent all pre-school-aged
children in public care. While this urges caution, the figure is extremely low,
suggesting that on the one hand, the proportion of children aged 0-2 that ale in
publicly-funded daycare must be extrentely low, and on the other that any
overestimate cannot be statistically damaging to the overall comparison across
these coturtries.
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